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SOLAR MINICAP Dry Electrolytic Capacitors mark much more

than an advance in an art. They
mean that filters now occupy
less space, cost less, have longer
life because of permanent sealing, are used in single units to
simplify both production and
stock-keeping, and are "standard" parts.
Solar engineers have been the
pioneers in advanced methods
of making radically smaller dry

electrolytic capacitors. "little
giants," introduced three years
ago, were the original ultra -compact drys. Now we announce

Details upon Request.

further size reduction, superior
characteristics and outstanding
utility in the new Minicaps. You
will find them in thousands of
radio sets,- to stay there.

SOLAR MFG. CORP., 599-601 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Gains Time

Guides Driver

Guards Work

Faster work with half the pressure

As easy as pointing your finger

One -hand starting and driving-other hand free
to hold work. Three times the purchase of a
slotted screw. Faster driving method cute time
to a fraction.

The driver's point fits the screw's recessed head.
Awkward places easy to reach-the screw won't
drop off. Self-centering-straight or at an angle
-no screws driven crooked.

Given the acid test by certain key firms in the screw -using
industries
plants where production costs are watched
with an eagle eye where quality is right and there's no
excuse for waste
The Phillips Screw with the patented recessed head has
been okayed, after all sorts of time, motion and quality studies,
by executives, engineers, purchasing managers, workers.
Now the production facilities of the screw manufacturers
have been enlarged and we're in a position to meet the demands of any plant that has use for screws.
Take the job the picture shows. There the Phillips Screw
saves time and screws and strength and spoilage
and money.
Faster work. Use power drivers or higher speeds where
power is already used. No need to steady the screw, it

...

--

-

-

-

-

SEND THIS COUPON TO ONE OF THE FIRMS
LISTED AT RIGHT-FOR SPECIFIC FACTS ON
PHILLIPS SCREWS-NO OBLIGATION.

-

Better work

- and

no spoilage

The driver can't slip out and scar costly material
or the fingers. No broken heads-no burrs to remove. Better holding power-the screw sets up
much tighter.

-

steadies itself. No burrs to remove afterwards.
Greater holding power assemblies are more solid, and
often fewer or smaller -diameter screws will do as well. No
broken heads no screws dropped. Greater driver and bit
life
fewer sizes needed.
Easier work. The screw helps out. No push and turn
just turn. Maximum contact minimum muscles. Men are
fresher toward the end of day.
Better looks. The driver can't leap from a Phillips Screw
no
to dig a channel across the work. No gnarled slots
scarred fingers. And the screw is flush with the surface.
What's your fastening problem? Find out what the screw
with the patented recessed head can do! Send the coupon to
mention the type of work
one of the firms listed below
you expect screws to do ... they'll send you folder A, telling
you how well the Phillips Screw with the patented recessed
head has done that work for others.

-

-

-

-

-

...

This is the Patented Phillips Recessed Head
Note the tapered slot-its angle was worked out after months of tests to learn
how to utilize the driver's maximum turning power. Note the flat surfaces
no
curves except at the rim. That prevents the driver from burring the screw. Machined to tolerances of plus or minus .001"- to guarantee a perfect fit. Hand, spiral, or power drivers may be used-available from leading manufacturers and

-

Name

Position

distributors.

Company

Address

Product

MACHINE SCREWS

SHEET METAL SCREWS

STOVE BOLTS

WOOD SCREWS

PHILLIPS
Gain Time
Patent Noe. 2.046.943

SCREWS
. . .

2,046,837

Guide Driver .
2,046.839

2,046.340

. .

2,1182,086

Guard
2,084.1178

Work

2.064.1179

2.090,838

.1ther dn,ne,ti and tort -lam patent, allowed and penning.

American Screw Company, Lireu.or. Providerce,
LICENSEES
Continental Screw Co.
Corbin Screw Corp.
National Screw & Mfg.
New Bedford, Mass.
New Britain, Conn.
Cleveland, Ohio

R. I.

Co.

Parker-ñalon Corp.
New York, New York
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something that deserves your careful considers-

11 lion-The removal of a restriction that definitely limits
your freedom in design.

You face this restriction when you use control knobs
direct connected to the tuning elements they control. Here's
why. The positions of the tuning elements are dictated by
considerations of circuit, easy assembly, and servicing convenience. And this fixes the locations of the tuning knobs.
But these locations may not suit the cabinet design. The
result is usually a compromise in which both the engineer
and the stylist make sacrifices.
Why be handicapped by this restriction when it can be
entirely eliminated by the use of S. S. WHITE FLEXIBLE
COUPLING SHAFTS? These shafts provide a simple means
for connecting the control knobs with the elements they control, or for coupling various elements, regardless of their
relative positions. And being constructed expressly for this
service, these shafts have characteristics which make their
operation, when they are properly applied, as smooth, effortless and sensitive as a direct connection.
Hence, these shafts permit stylists to indulge their
ingenuity to the limit, with complete freedom in the treatment and placing of the tuning knobs-while engineers can
position their receiver elements in these improved cabinets
with equal freedom.
FLEXIBLE COUPLING SHAFTS open up a whole new
field of radio design possibilities. We can supply them in
any length-And we will gladly cooperate, without obligation, in working out specific applications. Write-today for

full details about these shafts.

This is a Diathermy machine, not
a radio. But it illustrates how
FLEXIBLE COUPLING SHAFTS
make it possible to place control
knobs and also the elements they
control wherever you want to put
them. These shafts are being used
with complete success in automatically tuned radios.

4

S. S. WHITE
The

S. S.

White Dental Mfg. Co.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
10 East 40th St., Room 2310E

New York, N. Y.
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ISLAND-

solated in the middle of the South Pacific Ocean,
without dependable communication for nearly 150 yearsdescendents of the H.M.S. Bounty mutineers now have a
new radio transmitter that will span the gap of space and
time at will. ¶Dependable insulation will safeguard this lonely
"PITC" transmitter from disastrous breakdowns
. insulation that must stand up indefinitely under the hot, humid,
salt -laden tropical winds that sweep across the South Seas.
¶AlSiMag 196* is used at vital points in the radio frequency
and high voltage circuits of the
new Pitcairn Transmitter, both in
standard insulator form and as
an important component of parts
furnished by Aerovox Corporation, The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg.

..

0

Corporation, Coto -Coils, Inc., Ohmite Manufacturing Company, The Triplett Electrical Instrument Company, etc.
¶ In the wide range of AlSiMag and Lava Ceramics for
all types of applications, you will find better insulation for your products. Recommendations and quotations
on your requirements furnished promptly, without obligation. ¶ A Revised Table of Characteristics, with useful
facts about AlSiMag and Lava is yours for the askingsend for it today.
* The advanced ultra -steatite ceramic.
Low loss factor at ultra -high frequencies plus high dielectric strength
and excellent mechanical properties
make AlSiMag 196 the ideal material
for all high frequency applications.

LAVA CORPO RATION
AMERICAN Philadelphia
Washington Cleveland
Chicago
Sales Offices:

Boston

New York
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Chattanooga, Tennessee
St. Louis

Los Angeles

San Francisco
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A switch in time

saves...

in a blue moon a utility product
gets its chance in the limelight
that

ONCE

...

chance came to Yaxley Switches when
radio leaders envisioned automatic tuning.

ORDINARILY a

switch leads a life

without glamour. It has to give
perfect performance but the applause goes to someone else. But
when Yaxley, out of its wealth of
experience, produced the switches
that made automatic tuning commercially possible, the achievement
became the talk of the town.

For 36 years Yaxley Switches (a
Mallory product) have pioneered
the development of switches from
single off and on switches to

automatic tuning.
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., is the exclusive producer of Yaxley Switches.
And in the field of special electrical
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.,

switches, "Yaxley" is the name that
means quality plus the facilities to
translate ideas into blue prints and
blue prints into realities.

lic address systems of twentyeight "gangs" controlling eighty
speakers. Selector switches, current
switches, tap switches and all
wave types-Mallory stands ready
to match your needs with Yaxley
products.

Yaxley Switches turn current on and
off on radios, public address systems,
business machines and an almost

limitless number of industrial
devices. They range from telephone jacks and simple on -and -off
switches...through volume controls
where the current is turned
on gradually

with perfect
smoothness ..
on up to pub-

Yaxley does not rest on its
laurels of leadership. Constant research endeavors to anticipate industry's needs.

MALLORY
Serves the Electrical, Automotive,

Radio and Industrial Fields

ULNA
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

YAKEy

Cable

SWITCHES

Address-

PELMAL

1.0

Electrical Contacts, Welding Electrodes,
Non -Ferrous Alloys and Bi -Metals,
Rectifiers, Vibrators and Condensers

<<
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KEITH HENNEF
Editor

Crosstalk
. It has been pointed out
NOISE .
that freedom from noise in a frequency
modulated system is not due solely to
the use of a balanced detector (page 60,
February Electronics). The balanced
detector gets rid of amplitude modulated noise. But the big virtue of the
frequency modulation system is the fact
that the desired modulation can be
made as much stronger than the noise
as desired by widening the band
frequency modulation
over which
occurs. This was pointed out, correctly in the November 1935 Electronics
where Major Armstrong's classic paper on frequency modulation was discussed, and again in May 1937 where
Hans Roder's mathematical paper was
given.
The tower for the Armstrong frequency modulation system is now high
above the New Jersey Palisades and
while rumors state that programs will
soon be on the air, the rumors are
slightly ahead of themselves. The
transmitting equipment has not yet
been installed. But summer will see
this most interesting experiment be.

gin.

In a recent
COMPRESSORS . .
item we questioned the advisability of
amplitude compression produced by the
volume limiters now going into so many
broadcast stations. It looked like a
pure case of limiting the volume range.
There is no question about its ability
to increase the station's signal. It
will do that and is, in fact, equal to
doubling the power output of the station.
A peak limiter, however, is not only
a means of raising signal level but can
be operated actually to increase the
effective volume range. If peaks up
to about 6 db are cut off, the ear seems
not to know the difference. Therefore
.

the average level of modulation can
be raised, elevating the lower levels
of modulation 6 db above the noise,
which means that 6 db more volume
range can be used. This figure of 6 db
is the limit, however, and cannot be
approached with safety. Manufacturers recommend that only 3 db compression be permitted.

SPIES . . . Most individual and
concerns representing foreign manufacturers in this country serve legitimate
functions and are entirely respectable.
They supply trade information, act as
purchasing agents, etc. But competition among these purveyors of information has developed a somewhat dangerous situation.
Certain of these services are buying
information on processes for sale
abroad, and while most of them do not
resell secret processes, there are others
who do not seem to be so discreet.
The more secret the process the higher
the pay. "Operatives" in the employ
of well known concerns are given annual retainers. Agents find it easiest
to get information from men who are
on payrolls subject to a big turnover.
A man who feels insecure in his job
seems to have less reluctance about
selling his company's blueprints.
Much information is gathered at no
outlay at all. Under guise of offering
a man a job, the agency pumps him
(and as many others as answer an ad)
of all he knows about the process on
which the foreign manufacturer wants
data.
What to do about this business, we
don't know.
INTRODUCTION . . . A year ago
Electronics' office boy and printer's
devil, Kae Farrey, substituted the dictator rule of a husband for the auto-

cratic rule of several editors. During
this year the staff has been its own
office boy and printer's devil in the
mistaken assumption that it was a good
idea. As someone has stated, the only
thing that makes American business
worth while is the secretaries.
We are now happy to state that the
great experiment is at an end; that
Miss Marthe Mattey is now devil and
boy and that our advice to anyone
considering firing a secretary is not
to do it. Miss Mattey was a member
of the cast of The Bridal Crown, a
Broadway production, which, fortunately for Electronics had a short run.
.
. After much scurryCANDOR
ing around, a technical employment
agency finally found a Ph.D. for a company who wanted a physicist who could
write. His job was one of translation so
the man in the street could understand
what his company was doing. In conference with his prospective employer,
everything went well. His technical
qualifications were 100 percent. Finally
he was asked "do you write ? ".
"Yes," he said, "but the editors send
it all back."
Pleased with the young man's candor
they promptly gave him a better job
in another department, and at latest
reports the company was still trying
to find a physicist who can write.
.

In the New York
Q FEVER
.
Times we find that "a new fever has
appeared in Queensland and doctors
trying to discover its cause have named
it Q". It seems that W. D. McLaughlin
of Boonton Radio Corporation ought to
look into this. The outstanding symptom, according to the Times, is headache.

End seals on the nitrogen gas filled coaxial transmission line which connects
the new Western Electric 50 -kilowatt transmitter at station WHAS, Louisville, with the vertical radiator

BEEHIVES

.

.

.

HP6A: A Radical Departure in

Phonograph Pick-up Design
Unbelieveable response, flat within plus or minus 3 db. from 30 to 18,000 cycles, with a needle
pressure of 0.17 ounces, has been achieved by applying velocity-microphone principles.

written in the
technical literature during the
past few years regarding the service
and fidelity limitations of instantaneous recordings. It has been
claimed, for example, that frequencies higher than 6,000 cycles cannot be recorded and that even if
such frequencies could be engraved
on the record they would be erased
within the first few playings. Ìn
the field of commercial pressings intended for home consumption it is
sometimes asserted that a wide frequency range would not be desirable,
even if it could be secured, on
account of the accompanying high
noise level. This high noise level is
in turn explained by the necessity
of including an abrasive in the
shellac pressing material so that the
needle tip will be ground quickly to
fit the groove contour. Even when
so fitted the needle tip bearing pressure remains far above the elastic
limit of the record material; both
needle and record groove wear rapidly, and the initially high noise
level steadily increases. It is the
writers' belief that these limitations
on fidelity and service life should be
charged principally to the reproducers which have been available
rather than to the recording and
pressing materials. If a simple and
rugged reproducer could be constructed which would have low
needle -point impedance and operate
with extremely low needle pressure,
several advantages would immediately be gained. The abrasive could
be omitted from commercial press MUCH has been

By F. V. HUNT

and J. A. PIERCE
Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

ings and both these and the lacquer coated instantaneous discs would
offer high-fidelity, low -noise reproduction with long service life, either
in the studio or in the home. Before
describing a reproducer which meets
these specifications we shall discuss
the background which led to its
design.
Fig.

In preparation for the celebration
of Harvard's Tercentenary the Cruft
Laboratory was commissioned to
make a phonographic transcription
of the principal proceedings. We
proceeded to acquire the best equipment we could afford and to make
over-all frequency response measurements. By dint of heavy equalization,
both in recording and in reproducing, we obtained good over-all performance up to 6,000 cycles and the
Tercentenary proceedings were recorded under these conditions. A
few months later our attention was

1-Head-on and quartering views of the HP6A reproducer.
The small-scale divisions are millimeters in each case

This material was presented at the Ann
Arbor, Michigan, meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America, November 29, 1937.
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a structure whose tip is quite rigid
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2-Curves illustrating the method of calibrating the reproducer for frequency response. The lower curve is obtained by
subtracting the two intermediate curves from the upper one
Fig.

called to an optical method, first
described by Buchmann and Meyer',
whereby the recorded velocity amplitude can be measured by viewing the
record under oblique illumination by
parallel light. We immediately made
test records under the same conditions obtaining for our recording of
the Tercentenary proceedings and
discovered to our surprise that we
had recorded an essentially uniform
response for frequencies at least as
high as 10,000 cycles. Fortunately
we had regarded these records as too
valuable to play back with our conventional reproducer until effective
steps could be taken for their ultimate preservation. We had, therefore, with one or two exceptions,
given the reproducer no opportunity
to erase these high frequencies from
our records, so that if they had been
recorded they were still there. Our
problem, then, was to design a reproducer which not only would recover
the high frequencies which we had
engraved, but also would allow the
records to be played frequently, for
editing, without damage.
When one considers that a useful
output can be obtained from a modern dynamic microphone when its
mechanical circuit is merely exposed
to an imponderable medium such as
air, it becomes absurd to think that
a weight of several ounces should
be required to couple the mechanical
system of a phonograph reproducer
to the relatively rugged groove on
a disc record. We began our investigation, therefore, by imposing the
condition that the total unbalanced
weight resting on the record should
not exceed a few grams, and certainly
should not be allowed to produce
needle -point pressures in excess of
I. G. Bachmann and E. Meyer, E.N.T.,
147, 1930.

10

the elastic limit of the record material. It follows, of course, that the
moving system should be extremely
light. In order to have as much output as possible most of the mass of
the moving system should be active
electromagnetically. Furthermore, if
frequencies as high as 10,000 cycles
are to be reproduced, with their
correspondingly small amplitudes of
motion, it seems advisable to avoid
the use of ordinary pivots. If the
foregoing conditions regarding lightness can be met the wear on the
stylus tip will be extremely small,
so that this may well be a permanent
jewel.
Details of the design

Our problem, therefore, became
one of devising an extremely light
inductor element which could at the
same time serve as a pivotless mechanical system driven by a sapphire
stylus. Several models were made

incorporating these ideas and the
results with Model 6 are so satisfactory that a description of its construction and performance characteristics forms the basis for this
paper. It will be seen from the photographs of Fig. 1 that the moving
system comprises a single -turn loop
of thin phosphor bronze ribbon
lying within a concentrated transverse magnetic field. To the outer,
closed end of the loop is attached
the base of a conical shell of
aluminum whose apex bears a
sapphire stylus. In the forward portion of the loop the ribbon is vertical
and is bent into channel form to
provide rigidity. A ninety -degree
twist brings the ribbon into the
horizontal plane in the rear portion
of the loop where it is firmly clamped
between insulating blocks. This yields

for lateral displacement in the plane
of the loop but which is very flexible
in torsion. Thus a lateral displacement of the stylus, which lies below
the plane of the loop, is converted
into a rotary motion of the stiffened
front portion of the loop. Damping
is provided by a membrane of pyralin connecting the closed, outer end
of the loop to a small, stationary,
soft -iron pole piece lying within the
loop, and by two similar membranes
bridging the spaces between the
rear portions of the phosphor bronze
loop and the adjacent magnetic
structure. The impedance of the
loop is quite low and is matched to
200 ohms by a small transformer
mounted on the rear of the tone arm
and acting as the counterbalance.
Perfectly satisfactory tracking is
obtained when the counterbalance is
adjusted to produce a net weight on
the stylus of approximately five
grams. The needle -point impedance
is so low that this weight is sufficient to keep the needle point firmly
seated in the record groove with
no observable distortion arising from
chattering. The total mass of the
moving system is approximately 50
milligrams (about one -fifth the mass
of a standard steel needle) and most
of this is concentrated close to the
axis of rotation. In spite of the
lightness of the moving parts the
system is relatively rugged. For example, the reproducer head may be
dropped from a height of an inch
or more to the surface of a lacquer coated record without damaging
either the reproducer or the record.
Two testing methods were used
to determine the frequency response
characteristics of the reproducer.
The first of these is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The upper curve shows the
over-all playback characteristics of
a special test recording of a frequency sweep. The second curve,
reading downward, is a calibration
of the record, made by measuring
the width of the optical "Christmas
tree" pattern referred to above. It
should be noticed that the two sharp
resonances indicated in the first
curve appear also in the "Christmas
tree" pattern. These correspond to
known resonances in the particular
recording head used. The third
curve, reading down, is the frequency response of the playback amplifier. By subtracting the second
and third curves from the first we
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can eliminate from the over-all play-

back characteristics the recording
system, the record material, and the
playback amplifier, leaving the frequency response of the reproducer
itself (including its step-up transformer). This is the fourth curve
shown in Fig. 2. An alternative testing method consists in recording a
frequency sweep at one speed, for
instance at 33 rpm, and playing it
back first at 33 rpm and then at 78

point. Fig. 4 shows the result of an
endurance run. A lacquer -coated
test record was made at 33 rpm with
the frequency sweep adjusted to
yield the frequencies shown on the
abscissa scale of Fig. 4 when the
record was played back at 78 rpm.
Curve A of Fig. 4 shows the initial
playback response. The sharp drop
at 12,000 cycles represents turning
off the recording amplifier so that
the residual noise level on a blank
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4-Playback frequency response of a lacquer -coated test
record before and after subjection to an endurance test

rpm. This yields the response of cut could be observed. The record
the reproducer at two frequencies was then played 100 times with our
bearing a known ratio and for stylus 6A reproducer and after this treatstimulations bearing a known ratio. ment yielded the over-all playback
By choosing different pairs of fre- response marked B. That is to say,
quencies the relative response of the no detectable change in noise level
reproducer over a wide range can was apparent after 100 playings, nor
be obtained from a single recording. were any recorded frequencies as
It was possible, for example, to cali- high as 12,000 cycles erased by as
brate the reproducer response for much as 1 db. Following this test
playback frequencies as high as 28 with our light -pressure reproducer
kilocycles. Using both of these test- we played the same test record 50
ing methods on three different test times with a standard broadcast
records and collecting the results we transcription pick-up operating with
have the curve shown in Fig. 3. The its recommended needle bearing
reproducer is seen to be uniform in weight of approximately three
frequency response within -+- 3 db ounces. After 50 playings with the
from 30 cycles to 18 kilocycles.
transcription reproducer a check
It is to be expected, of course, that playing with our model 6A yielded
a weight of only five grams on the the curve marked C in Fig. 4. While
sapphire stylus would produce very no significant changes are observed
slight record wear, but we were not for frequencies below 4,000 cycles,
satisfied until we had tested the there is a large and aurally objec-
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tionable increase in the background
noise level. The noise level increases
rapidly during the first few playings
and rather slowly beyond that time,
so that an increase of 9 db in background noise for 50 playings is not
so encouraging as one would like to
think. It is also interesting to note
that the high frequencies which are
erased by the transcription reproducer all lie above the cut-off frequency of this reproducer and in
the range where the needle -point
becomes
impedance undoubtedly
large.
For comparison purposes we carried out the calibration of three
commercially available reproducers
by the technique described above.
These results are shown in Fig. 5.
Curve A shows the response of the
commercial reproducer used with
our original equipment. We ought
to be grateful, perhaps, that this
curve is as smooth as it is, since
it led us to the elaborate high -frequency equalization which we employed in making the Tercentenary
records. Curve B shows the response
of a standard oil -damped reproducer,
while curve C shows the response of
the transcription reproducer used
for the endurance tests. This head
was mounted upon an improvised tone
arm and the low -frequency irregularity may be a spurious arm resonance. These response curves are
made to match at 1,000 cycles for
comparison purposes. The electrical
output of our model 6A reproducer
is approximately 50 db below the
output of reproducer C and about 30
db below the output of reproducer A.
An alternative comparison indicates
that a typical vertical -cut reproducer,
operating with approximately six
times the needle bearing weight and
somewhat less fidelity, has an output
level about 40 db above that of our
model 6A. It will be obvious from
an inspection of the photograph of
Fig. 1 that the output of our reproducer can be improved significantly
by redesigning the magnetic circuit.
This magnetic structure was prepared for model 4 and at that time
we had more confidence in being
able to build a sensitive amplifier
than in being able to build a faithful reproducer! Model 7, which is
under construction, will have an improved magnetic circuit. In spite of
the present weak magnetic field no
difficulty is experienced in keeping
the hum pick-up well below the level
11

record. We have obtained typical operating needle pressure. It is
values of 3 to 4 per cent for the total hard to realize the virtues of needle
distortion of the complete system pressures as low as this without trythe normal output of a velocity from recording amplifier input to ing the experiment of allowing the
playback amplifier output and there needle of your favorite reproducer
microphone.
Harmonic distortion and poor is good reason to charge most of this to drag across the uncut surface of
transient response in conventional to the recording head. In contrast, we a lacquer -coated record. With the 6A
reproducers usually arise from non - have found that some commercial re- reproducer this leaves no visible
uniformity and non-linearity of the producers are good harmonic genera- scratch. In fact, it is possible to skid
magnetic field, non-linear damping, tors, one otherwise acceptable unit the reproducer stylus back and forth
and mechanical resonance and break- yielding 20 per cent total distortion across the cut grooves of a lacquerup of the moving parts. The design at 400 cycles. It is well known that the coated record without producing
of our 6A reproducer is such as to effects of non-linear distortion be- either a visible scratch or any blemish
minimize each of these difficulties. come more objectionable the wider which is audible upon subsequent
A mechanical step-down ratio exists the transmitted frequency band. We playing. We have not made extensive
between the motion of the stylus have observed this effect in the case tests regarding the wear of the
and the motion of the conductors in of some commercial symphonic re- sapphire stylus produced by playing
the magnetic field so that it is easy to leases. When such a record is played commercial shellac records with this
confine the motion to the portion of with a 5,000 cycle band width the reproducer, but at the low operating
the field which is essentially uni- reproduction sounds quite "clean"; needle pressure such wear should be
form. Since the magnetic field is when the reproduced band width is extremely slow. In any case, the
constant no distortion arises from expanded to take advantage of the reproducer head in our later model
non -linearity of the B -H curve. The full recorded range the music takes is detachable so that the sapphire
conical shell connecting the stylus on new naturalness and "life" but it stylus may easily be replaced.
The question is frequently raised
and driven loop provides a very high is sometimes accompanied by slight
whether
the average listener really
on
the
"burrs"
-modulation
ratio of stiffness to inertia and there cross
is reason to believe that the elec- loud passages. We feel justified in wants to have a band width of 12,000
trically active portion of the system ascribing this distortion to the to 15,000 cycles reproduced from
vibrates as a whole throughout the original recording inasmuch as our phonograph records. Our experience
uniform response range, i.e., to 18 own "choice" recordings referred to indicates that such a preference is
kilocycles. Finally, the mass reac- below do not exhibit the effect. We almost invariably indicated when the
tance of the moving system is so hope that the availability of the full listener is given an opportunity to
small that very little damping is re- audio-frequency range, free from dis- hear a low -noise, wide -range recordquired to secure resistance control tortion, through a reproducer of this ing reproduced with various band
of the motion and the damping ma- type will furnish some incentive for widths. Of course the reproducer reterial can be located almost on the the manufacturers to improve the sponse should always be limited by
axis of rotation. Here the amplitude distortion characteristics of record- electrical networks to the frequency
of motion is least and any effect of ing cutters. Parenthetically, one may range that is actually recorded. Pronon-uniform elasticity of the ma- also hope that this .reproducer will longed conditioning of the "average
terial is minimized. The use of a lend force to the request that com- listener" to home radio reproduction
stiff conical member connecting the mercial recording companies make and the vulnerability of high-fidelity
dri ring stylus to a loop whose motion available to the general public low - systems to all forms of distortion
is resistance controlled leads to small noise pressings from existing masters may make it desirable to restrict the
phase shift and correspondingly in some homogeneous material such frequency response still further. On
the other hand, we have prepared
as Vinylite or cellulose acetate.
excellent transient response.
Aside from the wide-range fidelity records of symphonic music which
In measuring reproducer distortion
out
the
and
the rugged simplicity of the are sufficiently free from noise and
is
difficult
to
separate
porit
tion of the over-all system distortion new reproducer head, its most sig- distortion and of such fidelity that
which is actually engraved on the nificant feature is the extremely low the insertion of a low-pass filter cutting off at 11,000 cycles is distinctly
recognized as an undesirable im2C
pairment in quality. Unfortunately,
lacquer -coated records of this excelJ
lence are difficult to cut consistently
on account of wide variations in the
2 0
disc coatings. We hold it significant
S -IO
that those in our audiences who
COMPARISON BETWEEN HP 6
know best how orchestral instruTHREE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE REPRODUCERS
-20
ments should sound have been most
pleased with the reproduction from
30
1000
10000
500
2000
5C00
20000
200
20
50
100
these wide-range records, and that
CYCLES
the comparisons which have been
evoked have usually been referred to
Fig. 5-Frequency response of HP6A compared with that of three
the original performance rather than
commercially available reproducers. The curves are arbitrarily
to other reproducing systems.
shifted vertically to coincide at 1000 cycles
of record surface noise, and the output of the reproducer on a normal
recording is somewhat higher than
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A VERSATILE LEVEL METER
AMEANS for low level power
measurements at audio frequencies is a great convenience and often
a necessity in modern broadcasting
operations. Typical examples of this
are the determination of hum and
noise levels, the equalization of plant
and remote lines, measuring crosstalk between circuits, and the determination of frequency characteristics
of low level amplifiers. Measurements
of this sort can, of course, be made
using various pieces of equipment
generally found in a broadcasting
station but in most cases such equipment is not flexible enough to perform adequately all the functions
that are desirable. Often too, the

By FRED SCHUMANN
KMBC, Midland Broadcasting Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

set-up must be changed for different
applications due to lack of sufficient
range and seldom is the apparatus in
portable form.
The level meter herein discussed
was developed to overcome the apparent lack of commercially available
equipment having all the features
that were considered to be important.
One of the deficiencies of most existing power level measuring devices
is the inability to read low levels.

The instrument described here was
theretofore designed to have a range
of from -65 to +12 db. Zero level
was chosen as 6 milliwatts.
Another desirable feature incorporated in this meter is that it will
itself provide either a 50 ohm, 200
ohm or 500 ohm termination. This
is accomplished by means of a rotary
selector switch. A fourth position
of this switch gives a high input
impedance of 200,000 ohms.
A built-in regulated power supply
for operation from 110 volt a -c lines
is included. In addition a switch is
provided so that external battery
supply may be used under circumstances where no a-c line is available.
Circuit and Construction

Figure 1 is a complete diagram of
the circuit used. The input signal
goes through the input impedance
selector switch into the primary of
the transformer. The 500 ohm sec-'
ondary feeds into a 500 ohm resistive
load. By means of a switch, a 30
db 500-500 ohm T pad may be inserted between the transformers secondary and its load. A 200,000 ohm
potential divider is placed across the
500 ohm load. This divider has 10
attenuation steps of 3 db each. A
total loss of 60 db can therefore be
inserted in the instrument when used
on any of the three lower input impedances. When used with the 200,000 input impedance the transformer
and T pad are eliminated and in this
condition only 30 db total loss may
be had in the instrument. It should

NiOIAADRROAOCASTiNQCO.
RANSAS

YO,

Fig. 2-Above, level indicating meter with a range from -65 db to 12
db, and with input impedances of
50, 200, 500, or 200.000 ohms
Fig. 1-Right, schematic wiring dia-

gram of the complete level indicator
with associated power supply
Position Input Impedance

a

Olnput o

b

also be noted that the input is balanced on the three lower inp it impedance positions and unbalanced on
the high impedance input.
The amplifier and detector circuits
are fairly conventional and consist
of a 6C6 pentode first amplifier, a 76
triode second amplifier and a 6J5G
biased detector. The grid bias for
each tube is obtained through the use
of C -bias cells which have proved
very satisfactory provided a mounting is used which assures good contact between cells. The use of these
cells also obviates the necessity for
cathode resistor and condenser combinations which might adversely affect the low frequency response.
High grade carbon resistors are
used with the exception of those in
the 30 db pad and those marked
R2, R, and R, which are wire wound.
R, and R4 are variable with screw
driver adjustment and are discussed

R

spect to
pickup.

feedback

or

undesired

This is accomplished by first adjusting R4 so that 5 microamperes will
flow in the plate circuit of the 6J5G
with no signal and then adjusting
the gain of the amplifier by means
of the 6J5G grid resistor.

Frequency Characteristics
and Calibration
The frequency characteristic for
the 50 ohm input is shown in Fig. 3.
It may be seen that the total variation is 0.5 db for frequencies between 30 and 10,000 c.p.s. The frequency characteristics for the other
input impedances are all more ideal
within the same frequency limits
than the curve shown and were therefore not included. For broadcast
purposes the frequency characteristics of the instrument are very satisfactory.

Operation

When the input impedance selector
switch is in positions a, b or c the
instrument itself provides impedance
terminations of 50, 200 or 500 ohms
respectively. Thus, equipment designed to work into any of the above
mentioned impedances may be correctly terminated by the input impedance of the level meter itself and
output power level measurements
made.
In reading levels it is advisable to
first throw in the full 60 db attenuation in the instrument and then to
gradually cut out some of this attenuation until an easily readable indication is obtained on the meter. Since
the calibration of the meter scale is
from
65 to
48 db in 1.0 db
steps, and since 60 db of attenuation
is provided within the case in 3 db
steps the total range of the device is
from + 12 to
65 db. The actual
level is then simply the algebraic sum
of the scale reading and the attenuation setting of the instrument. The
meter scale can easily be read to

+1

á

0

o

-1

<Y,

30

too

1000

Frequency in Cycles per Second

10000

later.
The plate supply is a well filtered
full wave rectifier and employs an 874
voltage regulator tube. This supply
was adjusted to give slightly less
than 90 volts and is free from the
effects of line voltage fluctuation.
When battery supply is to be used
the a -c d -c switch is thrown to d -c.
The resistor R6 was inserted in the
plus 90 volt battery lead to make
the instrument give identical readings with battery supply as when
using the built-in a -c rectifier.
Due to various stray and tube input capacitances the high frequency
response of the instrument was
bound to fall off and the necessary
corrective equalization was placed in
the grid circuit of the 76 stage. The
constants of this network would no
doubt require some readjustment in
any individual instrument.
A 200 microampere meter was
placed in the plate circuit of the
detector stage. With no signal the
current through this meter was adjusted to 5 microamperes by means
of R4. A blank scale was engraved
to read directly in db below zero
level. The range marked on the
meter scale is from -65 db to
-48 db.
The entire instrument was fitted
into a black leatherette carrying case
measuring 13"x 11"x 8" and is shown
in Fig. 2. A chassis type of construction was used. The usual precautions as to shielding and placement of parts were observed and no
difficulties were experienced with re -

14

3.-Frequency response of the
level meter used at KMBC for 50
ohm input
Fig.

-

The calibration was made using a
vacuum thermocouple and associated
equipment in a manner familiar to all
communication engineers. At first,
high levels around 0 db were fed
into the instrument and the attenuators in the level meter itself were
used to drop the level to within the
range of the indicating meter. Then,
as a check, the instrument was fed
with low levels' and with no attenuation inside the meter. The two
methods of calibratión agreed with
no discernible difference.
Since the calibration was engraved
on a blank scale, means were provided to insure that this same calibration could be obtained when a
change of tubes became necessary.

-

0.5 db.

Another condition often encountered is that in which an amplifier,
line or other piece of equipment is
already properly terminated and it is
desired to measure power levels in

this terminating load. For this purpose the 200,000 ohm input of the
meter is used to bridge across the
load. An examination of the circuit
of Fig. 1 shows that the instrument
(Continued on page 65)

4-Table showing the corrections

to be added and the level
range over which the meter operates for various impedances
across the 200,000 ohm termination

Fig.

Impedance across which
the 200,000 ohm
input is bridged

db correction
to be added
algebraically

db
range

-8

to

-55

to

-61

0

-14
-18

to

1000 ohms

-3

-21

to

4000 ohms

-9

-27

to

-65
-68
-74

50 ohms

10

200 ohms

4

500 ohms
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Photocell Experience
in the Factory

ENGINEERING of photocell applications is of two kinds; first,
the invention and experiment, ending in a laboratory model; and second, the development, incorporating
performance experience, and ending
in acceptable industrial equipment.
The first kind of engineering is much
publicized in the photocell field, because of the marked interest in each
By ABRAHAM EDELMAN
new application-the novelty of new
Photobeil Corporation
tools with which to work. The second
New York City
kind of engineering has not yet become popular; but if the "bugs" are
to come out of new designs, if performance is to match promise, then chandise travel on a conveyor, rubber insulation, trouble will dethere is much to be done.
parallel to an outside wall which has velop. In the keg house of a large
An analysis of several years' serv- a large, factory type window. After brewery, we discovered that the
ice reports brings to light several im- two months of perfect operation, we photocell wire as well as some of
portant causes of servicing, and a received the report that the counter the other wires that lay in a short
few elusive faults. In the following, was missing several hundred counts length of conduit were giving trouble.
only the use of photocells in the per day. For several days, each After disconnecting both ends of
more standardized applications, such afternoon, our service engineer ex- the wire, it was found to have an
as counting, conveyor control, ma- amined the equipment, watched it ohmmeter reading of less than 5,000
chine control, alarms and signals, operate, and reported no trouble. ohms between the conduit and the
are considered.
Nevertheless, the errors increased copper. On pulling the wires out,
Looking over the accumulated re- slowly, and with regularity. After it was found that they were covered
ports, it soon becomes apparent that five days, the conveyor was watched with a fungus which had eaten up
the photocell itself, after correct in- in the morning, instead of in the the insulation. On other installations
stallation, is one of the most stable, afternoon. Instantly, the source of of a similar type, this fungus would
least troublesome of the components. the error was revealed. The sun, cover the prongs of the photocell,
Occasionally, a cell is smashed or reaching in between two buildings, the socket, and the surface of the
cracked, or the base becomes loose; illuminated the window and the car- glass as well. The proper remedy is
but rarely does it "go bad" without tons of merchandise as they passed, to leave no exposed metal connecsufficient cause, even after five years and was reflected from the light tions, and to wipe all grease and
of service. The more common ail- colored cartons, into the photocell. fingermarks from the equipment, esments of the photocell are traced to In spite of a long tube over the pecially from the light path. If this
improper installation, and include opening in the photocell housing, the is not done, the mould will accumuseveral varieties of stray light, cur- reflected light was strong enough to late on the grease, and obscure the
rent leakage, physical displacement, cause this trouble, for a short period light.
and dirt.
each day. Due to the changing seaConduit which runs between two
sonal angle of the sun, this had not rooms is quite likely to produce conStray Light Troubles
occurred previously. The remedy densate, if there is a difference of
Stray light would be considerably for this condition was very simple, temperature between the rooms. In
less of a nuisance if it were not and consisted of a screen which pre- such cases, the conduit must be so
for the uninformed factory worker vented the sunlight from reaching designed that it cannot have a cirwho finds it hard to appreciate that the side of the carton, when the culation of air through it, or else
it must be arranged so that the conthe photocell responds to "ordinary" carton was close to the photocell.
densate may drop off without reachlight. It is commonly his opinion
Troubles
Insulation
any vital spot. With the proper
ing
that the necessary light has some
precautions,
photocells may be inaffect
the
phoInsulation
troubles
associated
special character vaguely
with radio. The records show that tocell and its connecting wires more stalled permanently in the wettest
the electrician who installed the pho- than they do any other part of the locations, without special maintetocell system will unconcernedly in- equipment, because of the very slight nance.
Several conditions affecting the
stall a drop light nearby, so that the currents that pass through the pholight enters the photocell. He will tocell circuit. The selection of a photocell current have no connection
become careless with his flashlight, proper wire for the photocell con- with insulation. If the photocell
and will not consider a window as a nection is a large part of the prob- wires are long and heavy, they may
source of light capable of causing lem. Any wire, nearly, will work pick up interferences due to motors
interference with the operation of well when first installed; but after and other electrical equipment. Also
water has condensed in the conduit the natural capacity between the
a photocell.
Sometimes, stray light is difficult which houses the wire, or perhaps, photocell wires and from them to
to locate. In one installation of a after the grease and oil that are ground may slow down the responses
counting machine, cartons of mer- in the conduit have softened the to the point of improper operation.
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Light wires, thick insulation, shorter
distances, and encasement in conduit, usually remedy such faults.
The light source also has its
peculiar troubles. It requires fairly
regular maintenance, since bulbs deteriorate even if they do not burn
out. For long life, a bulb may be
operated at a yellow light, in which
condition it will sometimes last for
many years. But usually, after six
months, the glass has blackened, the
solder terminals have corroded and
have deformed due to constant pressure from the socket, and the filament has weakened so much that it is
quite unsafe. At such a time, a surge
is quite likely to burn it out, and
so it must be replaced even though
it still appears good. Socket deterioration occasionally occurs due
to replacement of the bulb by inexperienced help; due to chemical
fumes that may be present; and
sometimes due to excessive temperatures which occur when the bulb
wattage is too great. This latter
condition may weaken the springs
inside the socket, which produce
the pressure against the bulb terminals. Displacement of the socket
while changing a bulb, so that the
beam of light no longer shines into
the photocell, is a common fault. In
the same way, grease and dirt will
be left on the bulb that is installed,
causing the bulb to overheat as well
as to give out insufficient light.
Improper installation of a bulb may
frequently permit excessive vibration
to shake the filament apart, or to
displace the beam momentarily so
that it does not reach the photocell.
Rigidly fastened housings, bolted
strongly to vibration -less surroundings, with sufficient space for bulb
changing, will prevent this.
In damp locations, the light source
may exhibit a condensation of moisture on the inside surface of the
lens. This occurs shortly after turning the bulb on, because the housing
warms up quickly, while the lens
does not. Moisture inside the lamp
housing evaporates, and this condenses on the cold lens, dispersing
the light. To avoid such effects, the
bulb may be kept burning continuously, or heating coils may be employed, near the lens.
The amplifier and its associated
equipment also require regular attention.
Tubes require replacement
every six months; vermin which have
entered the box must be cleaned out.
16

Less often, contacts show pitting
and corrosion which may be traced
to initial dust particles; loose hanging pigtail resistors corrode loose or
break off due to vibration; excessive
heat inside the housing causes the
deterioration of electrolytic condensers and of rubber insulation. Acid
soldering flux begins to corrode the
terminals it was used on, and tiny
iron and steel particles from the air
cling to the relay core, and prevent
the armature from closing properly.
Tubes have been known to be
forced into the wrong sockets, or into
the rights sockets in the wrong way.
These are minor troubles, occurring
but rarely; however, they serve to
show the designing engineer some
new necessities.
Power Troubles

In many factories, power is generated on the premises, and this
power must be used for all equipment. It is generally direct current;
occasionally alternating current.
Very often, the entire output is left
ungrounded, so that minor shorts and
grounds will shift the potential of the
entire system, but will not blow out
a fuse. The effect of such a system on a photocell circuit is to
change the voltage on the photocell
through wide ranges, while other

conditions are apparently constant.
Thus, an intermittent ground, such
as has occurred when a commutator
segment sparks to ground, may easily
cause intermittent relay action in
time with the offending motor. Complete shielding of the grid circuit,
with an insulated shield connected
to a fixed potential, is a certain remedy. Photocells with higher output
may be used where shielding is inconvenient, as this will decrease the
effect of the changing ground potential.
In such ungrounded installations,
unusual effects may be discovered occasionally. In one plant, the intermittent operation of the photocell
counting machine, noticeably operating at a steady, uniform rate when
there was nothing passing through
the beam of light, reminded the
plant electrician that the large generator in the powerhouse revolved at
just about that rate of speed. Prompt
investigation disclosed that the generator was grounding a coil with
each revolution, and would soon have
broken down.
Quite recently, in another plant of

similar type, there were noticeable
variations in the brightness of our
light source bulbs, and these variations appeared to be related to the
changes in the potential of the electrical system with respect to ground.
The investigation of this unusual effect disclosed that the bulbs were
defective in a peculiar way, and also
that most of the bulbs put out by
this very large incandescent bulb
manufacturer had the same defect.
The defect consisted of a leakage inside the base of the bulb, probably
due to a soldering flux, so that current could pass from the normally
insulated shell to one of the solder
terminals. Since the base of the
bulb was of the double -contact bayonet type, with the base shell grounded,
a varying amount of leakage current
was passing through the filament together with the normal current.
Voltage fluctuation has been another important source of service
calls. Unusual line surges have
caused bulbs and tubes to burn out;
excessively long and overloaded power
lines have caused large sustained
voltage drops which change the conditions of operation of the equipment; and occasionally, high frequency effects are encountered where
they were not expected and designed
for, and have caused improper operation of the equipment. Such interferences are usually due to motor
brush sparking, when the motor is on
the same line; similarly, to solenoid
coils and small relay coils, when they
are on a direct -current line, especially. The remedy in each case is
filtering, of a type sufficient to absorb all of the offending frequencies.
For instance, simple filtering by electrolytic condensers has proved to be
insufficient because these condensers
change their high -frequency capacity
with age. Also, filtering at the source
is desirable as well. Relay coils that
have a tendency to oscillate with the
power line must be shunted with a
condenser; contacts that make and
break an inductive load should be
shunted with an absorbing filter; and
nearby machines that produce electrostatic or electromagnetic interferences must be treated according to

their requirements.
Consideration of the foregoing experience enables the designer to avoid
a repetition of these faults and weaknesses, without the expenditure of
considerable time and money such
as these have cost.
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Electronic

Miscellany
These recent news photos illustrate the variety
of uses to which electronic techniques are now
applied

At Harvard University, Dr. Ralph R. Hultgen has developed a new
form of electronic furnace, capable of attaining a temperature of
4500° Fahrenheit without contaminating the metal charge enclosed
in it. The mechanical energy of electronic bombardment, similar
to

that which heats the plates of transmitting tubes, heats the
crucible containing the charge

Concord, California. Otto Mohr has perfected a device, energized
solely by the heat of the sun, which ionizes water vapor, collects
the hydrogen ions in one chamber, and the oxygen in another. The
hydrogen is used as a fuel. At right is the ionization chamber
Ir,

At the Bartol Research Laboratories, Dr. A. J. Allen, of the Frank:In

Institute Biochemical Foundation, takes a drink of water containing
artificially produced radioactive sodium. He holds in his hand a
ionization chamber, connected to an electronic counter, which will
register the arrival of the radio-sodium at his finger tips, thus indicating the time it takes the blood -stream to assimilate it and carry
it to all parts of the body

At the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Leslie A. Chambers generates a super -sonic note, about two octaves above the piano range,
in a electronic oscillating circuit. The "noise" is capable of separating typhoid bacilli into two parts one harmful, the other relatively

harmless

Measurement of Minute Changes
of Capacitance and Inductance
Determining changes in L and C of the order of 0.0005%, and temperature coefficients of
the order of 0.0001% by beat frequency methods. Suitable for measuring effect of temperature changes on radio components

By S. C. LEONARD
General Engineering Laboratory
General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

transmitter control, does not solve

Fig.

1. LC

circuit used in mathematical

analysis

THE development of a portable
radio transmitter having zero
frequency variation under all conditions has been the goal of the radio
design engineer ever since portable
radio equipment has come to play
such an important part in aircraft
and police car service.
A thorough knowledge of the effect
of temperature, vibration, and pressure upon the component parts of a
transmitter is essential before a
transmitter having zero frequency
variation can be intelligently designed. Former study has shown
that change in temperature is the
predominant factor that causes a
change in the frequency of radio

the problem of covering the wide
frequency bands used in portable radio equipment, since separate crystals must be supplied for each specific frequency. Therefore, until the
advent of the as yet, mythical "rubber crystal", the development of a
self-excited oscillator having a temperature coefficient of less than 0.001
per cent per degree Centigrade seems
imperative.
The critical part of any self-excited oscillator as regards its frequency characteristic is the tank
circuit, which usually consists of an
adjustable tuning capacitor and a
fixed inductor. Changes of the value

of either of these affect the frequency of the oscillator in direct proportion to the magnitude of such
changes. Therefore, the first step in
the development of a transmitter
having zero frequency variation resolves itself into making precise
measurements of the minute changes
of tank inductance and capacitance
incurred by changes of temperature,
in order to determine the magnitude
of such changes and to develop methods of reducing them to a minimum
value.
Various attempts have been made
previously to use bridge methods for
measuring changes of inductance or
capacitance produced by changes in
temperature. The magnitude of the
smallest change that could be accurately measured on a bridge was
found to be greater than the largest
change in inductance or capacitance

transmitters.
There is an increasing demand for

transmitters for air service that are
flexible over wide frequency bands,
and that have a frequency variation
of less than 0.001 per cent per de-

gree Centigrade.
Quartz crystals have been developed within the last year that have
temperature coefficients as low as
0.0001 per cent per degree Centigrade. This development, although it
is a great advance in the art of
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Fig. 2. Test oscillator and sample oven used in measuring small changes in
L

and

C
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that could be tolerated in actual
transmitter design. For this reason

Re/ay

the method described below was developed.

Pilot

/amp

Description of Apparatus

The test oscillator is of the tuned plate, tuned -grid type having a two
terminal tank circuit so essential
when samples of either inductance or
capacitance are to be inserted external to the main tank circuit. Fig.
3 is a wiring diagram of the oscillator and heat control circuits. Fig. 2
is a photograph of the test oscillator
assembly.
The main oscillator unit is
mounted in a heavy duralumin
shield, which is housed in a heat-insulated temperature controlled cabinet. The temperature of the main
oscillator compartment is controlled
to better than 0.1° C. by means of a
heater wound on the inner duralumin
shield; the amount of heat being controlled by a precision type thermostat
imbedded in this shield. Uniform
heating is assured by a small air circulating fan located inside the main
cabinet.
A vernier tuning dial (see Fig. 2)
is connected to the tuning capacitor
inside the main compartment by a
heat insulated coupling, so constructed that the dial is totally disengaged from the tuning capacitor
after the final adjustment of the
oscillator is made. This feature
eliminates any defect that the expansion or contraction of the front panel
might have on the frequency of the
oscillator.
The sample oven is a separate
heat -insulated cabinet with an adjustable bimetallic type temperature
control capable of covering the temperature range from room temperature to 100° C. The two leads connecting the sample in the sample
oven with the main tank circuit of
the oscillator are two copper wires
six inches long and 0.010 in. in

Sample

o

Heater

nev
Test Oscillator
Heat Control Circuit

Fig. 3.

-B

bI
6v

tB

Sample Oven
Heat Circuit

Test Oscillator

Wiring diagram of test oscillator and heat control

Loudspeaker
Audio Oscillator

Receiver

D

C

Tuned fo

4' Phones

3,000 kc

#1500.1 noto

1500 cycles

Coup/iny circuit
901* harmonic)
3,000 kc

Test Oscillator

3Primary Standard

B
100 kc

contro/ crysta/

Fig. 4.

(3,00/.500

kc)

Schematic diagram of measuring equipment

diameter.
The additional equipment used for
measurement is the primary frequency standard"4" a standard
radio receiver, a precision audio
oscillator, and a pair of headphones.
(See schematic layout, Fig. 4.)
Method of Measurement

The primary frequency standard
of the General Electric Company can
be depended upon to one part in a
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Fig. 5.

Temperature characteristics

of

adjustable capacitors
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and the standard (A) is measured
with the audio oscillator (D). Any
change in the audio beat is directly
proportional to the change in the
sample since the main tank circuit
of the test oscillator is held constant.
Thus by changing the temperature
of the sample in the sample oven the
corresponding change in inductance
or capacitance of a sample can be
calculated from the measured change
in frequency.

+0.10
4-

Calculations

Let,
-0.1 0

f = Nominal

v

frequency of oscil-

lator at start of run.

to

G

äf = Frequency change measur-

5

= Total per cent frequency

u

+ -0.20

ed.

change measured.

5

= Per cent frequency change

-0.30

caused by oven leads, etc.

= Per cent frequency change
caused by the sample.
16

24

32

Temperature Rise, Dee.

40
C

Fig. 6. Temperature characteristics of fixed capacitors

= Per cent capacitance change
proportional to %.f..
%AC8

= Per cent capacitance change

AC,

= Capacitance change in the

AL8

= Inductance change in the

C1

= Total capacitance to tune.
= Sample capacitance.
= Temperature rise in degrees

of sample.
sample.

million without correction and to
one or two parts in ten million
(0.00002 per cent) with corrections
as obtained by direct comparison
with the Bureau of Standards at
Washington through the medium of

kilocycles was chosen in this particular case since it was convenient for
the measurement of the samples of
capacitance (0 to 200 µµf) and inductance (11 to 50 µh) being investigated. Through the medium of the
non-oscillating receiver (C) the beat

sample.
C8

T

Centigrade.
the Arlington time signals28.4.5..
% T0 = Temperature coefficient exMeasurement against such a primary note between the test oscillator (B)
pressed in per cent.
standard is essential when attempting to detect changes in the order of
+0.01
0.0001%. Direct comparison against
the primary frequency standard of
the Company is accomplished by
+0.00
making the sample of capacitance
80
or inductance an integral part of the
test oscillator described above whose
+0.06
c
frequency can be measured directly
u
Fire p/afrd
OOidinary wirr
V
against the standard.
t.
The schematic arrangement of
the measuring equipment and the
c
method of tuning is shown in Fig. 4.
a
t
A rough calibration facilitates the
+0.03
accurate adjustment of the test oscil- 3c
lator (B) during the set-up and can u
be made by any of the standard
40.02
methods of frequency measurement°.
The frequency of the driving crystal
in the primary standard (A) is 100
4rc.
+0.01
28'c.
kilcycles2. The test oscillator (B)
with the sample of capacitance or
inductance in place is therefore
00
0.5
2.0
3.0
3.5
4.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
4.0
tuned within an audible beat to some
Time -Hora
frequency that is a multiple of 100
kilocycles'. The frequency of 3,000
Fig. 7. Temperature-time characteristics of inductors

C.

t

>n
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5.0

Then, %Of =

At x 100

f

-

Temperature Coefficients of Various Samples
of Capacitance and Inductance Measured

(1)

(2)
(3)
for small values up to 0.5 per cent.
From Fig. 1 it follows that:

%Afs= %Of

%Afo

%AC=2X%tf8

%OC,

_

%AC x

Ct

CAPACISAMPLE

(4),

C8

as plotted in Fig. 5, 6, and 7.
Ct and C, are determined by precision bridge methods. Then,
%OC,
(5) ,
%OT, =
as tabulated in the table.
The per cent change of inductance
is calculated from the frequency
change measured in the same manner
as outlined for the capacitance calcu-

lations.
Absolute values of capacitance or
inductance changes can readily be
calculated from the following equations:
(6)
A C, _ % 0 C, X C,
(7)
0 Ls = % A Ls X Ls
Results of Measurements

The table lists the various samples
measured and the average temperature coefficients determined from a
30°C change in temperature.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature characteristics of various fixed capacitors. These capacitors are experimental samples made especially to
determine the effect of using various
insulating materials as dielectrics,
and the effect of various methods of
construction (type of case, clamping
etc.) upon the temperature coefficient. The curves drawn in Fig. 6
show the possibility of using combinations of two capacitors having
equal opposite temperature characteristics to obtain a capacitance
having practically a zero temperature

MMF
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C.
PER
RISE
PER CENT

REMARKS

FIXED CAPACITORS
Mica Insulation Aluminum Case
Special Type Insulation not designated. Aluminum Case.

28.1

#2

#3

Special Capacitor as above
Bakelite
Sulphur Insulation

48.7
47.0

#1

#4

60.6

+0.0088
+0.0011

#5

#6

#7

Fused Quartz Insulation.

My-

calex clamps.
Fused Quartz Insulation. Mycalex clamps.
German Tubular Type Karafar
Insulation.

Erratic

while heating

between
60° C.

-0.0024
-0.0032

Case.

38.7

+0.0027

30.4

+0.0030

112.5

-0.0211

Sharp

30°

decrease

and

after

60° C.
Erratic between 50"and
60° C.
Erratic between 60"and
80° C.
Became erratic aí60"C.
Pocr Retrace.
Large Temp. Coeff.
but excellent retrace.

ADJUSTABLE AIR CAPACITORS
#1

Midget Type Isolantite Sup-

+0.0017

#2

ports.
Special

+0.0033

Good Retrace

#2

ports Rear Section.
Special Two Section

+0.0065

Good Retrace

+0.0077

Good Retrace

+0.0005

Good Retrace

+0.0007

Good Retrace

+0.0010

Good Retrace

+0.0016

Good Retrace

+0.0029

Fair Retrace

#2

#3

#4
#5

#6

#7

coefficient.
In Fig. 5 the temperature characteristics of various adjustable air
capacitors are plotted. Sample 1 is

an ordinary midget type capacitor
of light construction. Sample 2 is a
two section capacitor of heavier construction than those ordinarily used
in radio design. Three curves are
plotted for sample 2 showing the
difference in characteristic with
plates at full, one-half, and zero
mesh. A difference in the average
temperature coefficient of two to one
will be noted from zero to full mesh.
(See Table). Measurements on samples 3, 4, and 5; (Fig. 5 Table).
(Continued on page 66)

TORS

*TEMP.
COEFF.

25.0
(Full Mesh)
132.7
Two Section Type
Heavy Aluminum Plates (Full Mesh)
and Spacers, Mycalex Sup-

Type
69.1
Heavy Aluminum Plates (1/2 Mesh)
and Spacers, Mycalex Supports Rear Section.
9.7
Special Two Section Type
Heavy Aluminum Plates (0 Mesh)
and Spacers, Mycalex Supports Rear Section.
66.4
Special Type Invar Plates Brass
(Full Mesh)
Spacers Mycalex Supports
146.7
Special Type as above
(Full Mesh)
75.6
Special Type as above
(Full Mesh)
168.2
Special Type Cadmium Plated
Invar Plates with Mycalex (Full Mesh)
Supports.
126.5
Special Type Gold Plated
Aluminum Plates Aluminum (Full Mesh)
Frame Mycalex Supports.

INDUCTANCES

SAMPLE

#1

#2

Fire Plated Coil on Grooved
Calit Form.
Ordinary Coil # 18 Cu. Wire
wound on grooved porcelain

INDUCTANCE
UH

TEMP.
COEFF.
PER C
RISE
PER CENT

REMARKS

11.8

+0.0013

Fair Retrace

14.4

+0.0020

Erratic while heating

(form.

*Temperature Coefficients calculated on 30° C rise basis. The prefix
indicates a negative coefficient.
coefficient, and
Ambient Temperature is 25° C

(-)

(+) indicates a positive
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Direct Disc Recording
In producing "immediate playback" records, careful attention must be paid to turntable,
cutter head, record blanks, and reproduction facilities. The second article in a series on
practical recording problems.

By C. J. LEBEL
Recording

1
Ideal response pattern.
Gradual increase in level from 25

Fig.

300 cps, flat from 300 to 8500.
(H.M.V. Record D.B. 4037, No. 10)
to

IN the last few years a new branch
of disc recording has become exceedingly important. It is the field
of direct recording, which may be
defined as the production of discs
suitable for immediate playback without processing. They are used in
many applications, perhaps, half of
which are related to broadcasting and
the other half to a variety of other
purposes.
Before taking up the subject in
detail it is necessary to distinguish
between recording and reproduction.
The latter is relatively easy. The
sources of trouble are few and may
be directly traced. But the production
of records is another story. In broadcast transmitter practice, for example, an instant's overmodulation is
quickly forgotten. It does no permanent harm to the station's reputation if not too often repeated. The
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Consultant

equivalent in recording is a "cutAnother popular method is the
over"-only one of which will per- use of one or more rubber faced
manently ruin the record. Other rollers, driving the turntable rim
sources of trouble are not so easy by friction. One the whole, such
to locate. Distortion may be due to machines have been satisfactory
so many things-sounding quite alike when handled carefully to avoid putto the average ear. Hence the good ting a "flat" on the rubber roller,
recording engineer is a very cautious maintaining proper pressure, etc. It
man, continually checking his equip- is especially necessary to release
ment. The broadcaster must emulate roller pressure when not in use. The
him before attempting disc work, matter of speeds arises in connection
otherwise he may be a failure.
with the question of drive. There is no
question but that an instailallion
High-fidelity recording
handling the general run of work
In considering the subject of di- needs two-speed machines. Great
rect recording, high fidelity may be speed of changeover is ordinarily not
broken down into four parts:
needed; however, the gear or steel
1. Stability of speed, i.e., steadi- ball friction drives are usually
changeable at the throw of a lever;
ness of tone.
2. Frequency range.
other types may take at least a few
3. Minimum harmonic distortion. seconds.
4. Minimum noise level, low hum
The next question is one of feed
level, scratch.
mechanism which establishes the
We come first to the driving spacing of the grooves. This is not
mechanism. Stability of speed is quite as important as the turntable
the most important consideration. drive; the worst defect is that of
Gear drives and steel ball friction periodic "twinning" in the feed, i.e.,
drives are at the present time the periodic failure to feed exactly, causmost perfect and most durable- ing two grooves to be closer together
when properly built. It is necessary than the rest. This cuts down the
to use a mechanical filter to iron level which can safely be recorded,
out motor vibration and gear irregu- which raises the relative level of the
larity, and this must be properly de- surface noise. Twinning is a fault
signed and set up. Once adjusted, of a particular machine or maker
such as system is, however, quite rather than of a design.
In some designs it is difficult to
stable. The one objection is cost.
An alternative method is the use change the feed pitch; this is seldom
of an endless woven cotton belt. objectionable because even at the
This is successful if the proper ten- worst the time required is not exsion is maintained. One objection is cessive. The overhead feed mechanthat sufficient reduction cannot be ob- ism, where the feed screw is exposed,
tained with a commercial motor with usually is poorest in this respect, for
one belt; two drives in series are the whole feed screw must be reneeded for each machine. The space moved. A built-in feed mechanism,
required may be inconvenient.
where the pitch is changed by a
March 1938
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slip gear or a movable belt, is much
more convenient than this, but usually more expensive. The following
approximate pitches are desirable:
110, 96, 120 grooves per inch. The
last two are conveniences rather than
necessities.
This brings us to the choice of a
turntable and feed mechanism.
Ordinarily both are secured together from the same manufacturer.
The first step is to start the motor
running. Touch the spindle at the
top while it turns. There should be
absolutely no vibration at 33 or 78
rpm. Vibration is completely inexcusable; it will record as hum on the
disc. Then fit a good wide range
cutter head to the feed and make a
record. Is it easy to maintain proper
depth of groove? Are there any
traces of wows in a piano recording?
For this test be sure that the playback pickup is wide range and the
playback turntable free from waver.
Finally hold the disc in a good light
and examine for traces of twinning.
General inspection, when held two
feet away, will usually show up
irregularities in the regular pattern
of the spiral. Some machines produce an irregular defect. Othersespecially some of the overhead feed
devices-tend to have twinning occur
regularly. Often one with a removable screw will be all right with one
screw and bad with another, evidence
of a bad gear.

Cutter head characteristics
The cutter head governs frequency
range. The importance of this is so
little realized that one successful
maker for several years put out a
complete recorder with an amplifier
with good response as high as 10,000
cycles, but a cutter head cutting off
completely at 2,500 cycles!
The perfect cutter would cut a
groove of constant velocity at all
frequencies between 300 or 500 cycles
and say 9,000 cycles. Below the lower
cutoff frequency the velocity becomes
proportional to frequency; this is the
so-called constant amplitude range
which is commercial standard. The
reduced bass allows more volume on
the record without overcutting.
The position and character of the
high frequency cutoff is of considerable importance. A sharp cutoff
definitely sets the upper frequency
cutoff at fe. For good results this
should be above 5,000 cycles (5 db.

Fig. 2-Example of the use of response patterns. The cutter alone
produced a pattern (below) having
poor high frequency response. With
some equalization (upper right) the
highs were brought up. Attempts to
introduce more equalization produced on objectionable peak (right)
in the middle -frequency range, due
to improper shape of the equalizer

curve

down) and preferably over 6,500
cycles if possible. Note that such
a sharp cutoff cannot be extended
far by equalizing.
On the other hand, a curve having
a less sharp cut-off can easily be
equalized. Such a cutter might be
12 to 14 db. down at 6,000 cycles,
perhaps even more, and would still
be satisfactory. A cutter of this
type sells for perhaps 20 per cent
of the cost of the first mentioned
type. A given wide frequency range
may thus be obtained with the poorer
cutter and an equalizer for much
less than the cost of a wide range

cutter.

A cutter accessory, which is not
used as widely as it should be, is
the advance ball, a small ball or
shoe carried on an adjustable arm
next to the stylus and riding on the
uncut surface. Adjusting the advance ball regulates the depth of
the cut. The easiest way of illustrating its value is to examine the
ordinary record cut without such a
device. Under the microscope or even
to the naked eye there is unmistakable evidence of cutting light and
heavy, that is the depth and width of
cut are greater on one side of the
record than the other. In practice
few engineers realize the serious reduction of volume compelled by the
over-heavy cut, or by any deviation
from the equal width of groove and
land. An advance ball is an absolute
remedy for this.

Testing cutters

There are two simple methods of
testing direct recording cutters: the
playback and the pattern methods.
In the playback method a series of

3-(a) Proper method of feeding constant level to cutter
head. An amplifier of known characteristics is required. (b)
Another satisfactory feed method, replacing the amplifier output
impedance with a resistor after the volume indicator
Fig.

53db
Fad

Oscillator

Amplifier

Volume

Cuttere,66

indicator

head

(a)

-

r

^%vM/Vv`
Cscillator

Amplifier
Volume

indicator
(b)

Cutter_
head

various frequencies, at constant level,
are fed to the cutter. The cut record
is then played back on a reproducing
system of known, nearly flat characteristics and the output measured.
Applying calibration data, the characteristics may be plotted. The only
objection to this method is that
very few people have a calibrated
reproducing system of adequate quality. Some weird results have been
secured by assuming a phonograph
pickup to have a flat response.
The optional pattern method has
been used by wax recorders for several years. It was described by Buchmann and Meyer, who give a proof
of its validity. In this method the
record is cut as before, then is examined in parallel rays of light. Sunlight is parallel, as is the light from
a small lamp bulb some distance
away, or the beam from a spotlight. By tilting the record while
looking at it from some distance,
a position will be found in which a
light pattern appears, shaped like a
Christmas tree silhouette. The
width of the pattern, measured at
right angles to the radius, is directly
proportional to the volume at that
point. The ideal cutter pattern might
appear as in Fig. 1. In the use of the
pattern method it is possible to take
advantage of the instantaneous optical method of reading to secure a
continuous graph of the characteristics, rather than a point by point
series. This is done by using a
heterodyne type of oscillator. The
oscillator is set for the highest frequency to be recorded and the recording machine is started, cutting
from the outside of the disc in. As
the cut proceeds the frequency is
gradually and continuously decreased
until at the end of the record the lowest test frequency is reached. At various reference frequencies the tone is
interrupted for two revolutions of the
turntable. This produces a distinct
series of lines to mark the important
points. The great advantage of a
sweep or glide pattern is that there
is no chance of missing large but
sharp peaks, which might be skipped
in cutting at only a few frequencies.
The continuous change in frequency
is best secured by using a verniei
dial on the oscillator condenser
shaft, and driving the slow motion
shaft from a geared down miniature
motor, preferably thru a flexible

shaft.
The following point needs to be
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very strongly emphasized to recorders who are not transmission engineers. When cutting a pattern or a
test record for playback, be sure that
the cutter is properly fed. The
word "matched" has not been used
because matching cutter and amplifier in the classical sense is not customary. Proper feed does not mean
the far too prevalent practice shown
in Fig. 4.
As the oscillator frequency is
varied the volume indicator reading
is kept constant. This is completely
wrong for it has the same effect as
feeding the cutter from a source of
zero impedance-which completely
suppresses the effect of the cutter
impedance. The proper circuit would
be, with an amplifier of reasonably
flat characteristic, that shown in

Oscillator

curve builds up a hump in the middle
register. In b an excessively sharp
curve produces a valley in the overall curve. Either effect is equally
undesirable; the goal is not wide
range, but high fidelity. Irregularities in a response curve may be more
objectionable to the ear than lack of
overall range.
While we are on the subject of
irregularities in response there is
one thing which is overlooked by
many newcomers to recording, and
that is that the ear is the final judge
of quality. If the measurements show
a set-up to be good and the ear pronounces it bad, it is bad.
In purchasing styli it must be
remembered that they are the most
important single factor in the control of surface noise. An ordinary

Amplifier.
Volume

indicator

Fig.

4-Improper method

Cutter

,

heaá,,,k\,)

of maintaining constant level at the cutter

Fig. 3-a. Here constant level is maintained at the input after a preliminary adjustment for normal output level at say 1,000 cycles.
If this method is not desired, due
to doubt of the amplifier calibration,
the best method is that of Fig. 3-b.
In this case r is equal to the actual
output impedance of the recording
amplifier as presented to the cutter,
not the nominal value. Constant level
may then be maintained by the volume indicator.
The proper interpretation of a
pattern is a subject in itself. No
commercial unit is likely to produce
a perfect pattern and the choice of
the best value is a serious problem.
Inspection of the sample patterns
shown in Fig. 2 may be suggestive.
In examining the characteristics, the
possibility of the use of equalizing
networks should be kept in mind.
When using networks be sure that
the equalizer and cutter curves match
well enough to produce the desired
effect.
In the diagrams in Fig. 5 we see
the effect of an incorrect equalizer.
In a the use of too broad a boosting

machine -made steel point is too rough
for first-class results. Steel styli
should be hand -lapped with diamond
dust; the cost is not excessive. At
the other extreme we have the
sapphire-the finest technical product
of the lapidary's art. If properly
made, it will give an exceedingly
smooth and quiet cut. With record
blanks of modern commercial quality the life of a sapphire is long.
This brings us to the question of
examining styli. Most recorders
examine only the front surface under
their microscopes. This is only onethird the job. The edge is formed
by the intersection of two back surfaces with the front plane. Any
flaw in any one of the three surfaces
will give a ragged, noisy groove,
hence all surfaces near the tip, must
have no less than a mirror finish.
An interesting improvement has
been the process of very slightly
dulling the edge of the stylus. If
carefully done, by one properly
skilled, the result definitely improves
the smoothness of the groove and
hence quiets it. The unskilled usually
overdo it and ruin the edge com-
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As a -matter of fact a very good
pletely. That is why so few lapidaries-however skilled with jewelry monitor system, according to many,
-can make first-class recording is the use of a pickup and a separate amplifier, i.e., playback monitorjewels of any type.
ing while recording. The advantage
points
cutting
Co -important with
lies in the ease of detecting cut character
is
the
noise
reducing
in
of the material used. The first prac- over, distortion, high surface noise,
tical material used in this country and other defects while the recording
was aluminum. It is still in use, is in progress. This is satisfactory
though not for broadcasting. The for a carefully monitored radio proobjection has not been to its durabil- gram recording, but for most work
ity-which is excellent-but to the the ability to hear the program as
noise level, which is a bit high for well as read the volume indicator is
essential. Combining the two sysmany applications.
tems we have, in Fig. 6, what the
nitrate,
cellulose
finally
to
We come
usually coated on metal. This is un- writer considers the most satisfacquestionably the standard material. tory arrangement.
Thirdly, it should be very easy to
It is quiet, moderately durable, and
run
a test. When it is necessary to
fidelity
a
high
can easily reproduce
half the control room apart to
pull
nitrate
cellulose
handling
In
cut.
(usually miscalled "acetate") re- run a test-few tests are run. The
member that the material is some - oscillator should be permanently

Equalizer__
v
N

N

C

o

o

Overall

Overall

a

CutterIX

Ce

(ou)

Frequency

Cutter--

(b),

Frequency

Fig. 5-Effect of incorrect equalization on response characteristic

what unstable chemically, and further that most makers use a rather
volatile material to preserve plasticity. Open storage or heat will
embrittle the coating, producing a
very noisy groove.
One matter of safety is this: The
metal base makes a nitrate coated
blank quite safe, but the shavings
are violently inflammable. They
should be disposed of under water as
soon as possible. A dry can full of
shavings is not safe.
Auxiliary equipment
The well equipped recording channel includes a number of items not
usually included in a radio installation of equal quality. First, the
equalizers must be mounted where
readily accessible, preferably on the
mixing panel. Secondly, the monitor
system input should not be so positioned as to produce an unnatural
sound. This means that connecting
the monitor speaker directly across
the cutter may be unwise, particularly when the cutter is inductive or
when the equalizing is great.
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mounted and wired, and a system of
jacks or clips should be provided to
simplify connections. If, as should
be the case, the optical pattern
method is used, a small motor drive
may be provided for the best frequency oscillator to assure uniform
patterns. Hand operation by varying
the proportions of the pattern tends
to obscure the characteristic shape
and to that extent make it hard to
Fig.

Studio input

detect small changes in characteristics at a glance-which in turn makes
it that much less likely that minor
troubles would be detected before
they become major.
This point is of more importance
than many realize-it cannot be
over -emphasized : A properly run
studio will check the entire system
quantitatively from preamplifier to
cutter every morning. This means
over-all gain runs from system input
to output, plus patterns for every
cutter to be used that day.
Finally, the reproduction facilities
should be exceedingly good. In direct recording, dubbing is so often
necessary that excellent reproduction
facilities should be provided right in
the control room, preferably within
easy reach of the control engineer.
The proper tonal balance in a pickup
circuit used for dubbing is rather
weaker on bass than when used for
direct reproduction. Just enough
bass compensation should be provided
to neutralize the bass attentuation
in recording.
On the other hand, much more bass
compensation should be provided for
audition purposes. It used to be
said, with truth, that a record would
sound better anywhere than at the
studio which recorded it. The way
to avoid this reproach is to provide a
really good system for clients. The
extra bass compensation is needed to
compensate for the bass attenuation
of the human ear at ordinary audition volume. By extending this compensation down to 40 cycles, and
using equipment specially designed
to produce little distortion at the
lower frequencies, startling realism
may be achieved. This greatly enhances the value of direct recordings
for audition purposes.

6-Playback and monitoring set-up recommended

for maxi-

mum flexibility

Preamplifier

Recording

equalizer

Recording

amplifier

Cutter _266
head

Monitor

amplifier
Speaker

2'

Fig. 1
Circuit for utilizing voltage at grid -of power
tube as distortion limiting potential

Distortion Limiter for Radio
Methods of preventing distortion arising from overload at first audio
or power audio grids from appearing in the output of receivers at
high volume levels

AVERY desirable feature of a
radio receiver is to be able to
turn the volume control up to maximum, increasing the audible signal
without evidence of distortion resulting from amplifier overload. An
amplifier may of course overload at
two places ordinarily, at the output
tube grids and the first audio tube
grid. The method described here
can be made to eliminate the distortion at both ends of the amplifier.
The circuits used to produce the
desired results must employ as the
first amplifier tube one whose characteristic is such as to produce no
appreciable distortion over wide
range of applied negative grid voltage. The 6K7 tube or equivalent
used as a pentode in a resistance
coupled audio amplifier does not produce the desired effect because of
the high resistances necessary in
the screen and plate circuits. The
6K7 or equivalent used as a triode,
however, produces exactly what is
desired, since the plate current vs.
grid bias characteristic is very
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nearly exponential over the range desired. Measurements on the tube

have shown that as much as 55 volts
of bias can be applied, increasing
the input signal to produce the same
audio output as obtained with 3 or 4
volts of bias with a rise in distortion
of approximately one percent.
The circuits described below in
principle utilize the voltage of the
output tubes (either plate or control grid), rectify that voltage and
feed it back to the first amplifier tube
as negative d.c. to control gain. The
rectifier is delayed in some cases and
effectively loosely coupled in others.
The circuit feeding from the diode
rectifier to the input tube must be a
filter to prevent audio from feeding
back and also must have the proper
time constant to prevent too rapid
an action which might result in
"chopping" off peaks valuable to good
reproduction. Thus, with the negative voltage increasing on the first
amplifier tube, it does not overload
and prevents the output tubes from
overloading by limiting the power

outputs to a predetermined setting
dependent upon the amount of distortion allowable.
The simple circuit of Fig. 1 shows
an amplifier consisting of three
stages. The signal for the volume
control feeding the system may be
the usual rectified audio signal from
the radio receiver. It will be noted
that the signal from the plate of the
one output tube is fed to the diode
(d) through a small capacitor (c).
This in conjunction with C. forms a
voltage divider which puts a small
percentage of the audio voltage
across the diode where it is converted to d.c. and causes a voltage
drop across R, which is fed back to
the first audio tube which causes
the amplification to be reduced. At
the same time the grid bias of the
first tube is increasing so that more
signal may be admitted to the grid
from the volume control without
over-shooting the grid which causes
more voltage across the diode and so
limits the amplification of the whole
system to prevent the output tube
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Receivers
and the input tube from overloading.
It is true that a small percentage of
maximum power available ordinarily
is sacrificed but this can be reduced
to a very small amount. It will be
noted that the network feeding the
bias from the diode to the first tube
is composed of resistors and capacitors. These are so proportioned as
to prevent low audio frequencies
from feeding back to the first audio
tube (i.e. low frequency filter) and
also the values are so chosen as to
create a time constant long enough
to prevent "peaks" from being
chopped off. Thus, the circuit shown
limits distortion without cutting off
peaks. This circuit can be well applied to 6L6 output tubes where high
powers are available. It will be noted
further that the first tube in the amplifier is shown as a pentode connected as a triode.
Figure 2 shows another method of
applying the same principle in the
grid circuit of the output tubes.
Here an amplifier is used, biased
from the grid of the output tube
where the audio signal is also applied. The amplifier tube used is a
6Q7 which has a cut-off point of
about 7 volts. The output system
used is a pair of 6L6 tubes operated
with inverse feed-back and produces
approximately 30 watts. The output
tubes are driven by a 6C5 tube and
the input tube is a 6K7 tube operated as a triode. The 6Q7 tube
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By M. L. LEVY
Radio Development Laboratory
Stromberg -Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

starts to operate at about
peak which means that at

4 volts

21 peak

volts across the grid of the output

tubes, the 6Q7 begins to operate.
Grid current begins to appear in
the output tubes at a peak voltage
of 25 volts which is its operating
bias. Therefore, within the range of
about four or five volts, the 6Q7
tube must "trigger" off and produce enough bias to reduce the gain
in the amplifier and limit distortion.
A slight delay is also applied to the
diodes to prevent residual current
from reducing the gain of the amplifier prematurely. The four -volt
peak occurs at about 25 watts output, so that from 25 to 30 watts,
(which is the maximum the limiting
tube will allow under normal operating conditions) is the operating
range. With reversed feed-back on
6L6 tubes the power sensitivity is
less than that obtained in Fig. 1,
so that the limits between 25 and 30
watts can be maintained satisfactorily. Here again peaks will not
be chopped off because of the chosen
constants in the filter circuit.
The attached curves show the results in a radio receiver of this
circuit. Further work was done with
this method of "distortion limiting"
using the 6L7 tube. The limitation
of the 6L7 tube is that any great
difference of potential between the
two control grids produces distortion. Unless the bias is fed back

to both grids the deviation will cause
distortion. Since one grid is sharp
cut-off and the other is more or less
remote cut-off, the change of bias
on the sharp cut-off grid will cause
bad distortion, although this grid
is not the signal grid. Also, a certain amount of motor boating entered into the scheme probably because of cut-off on this grid.
Tubes other than the 6K7 type as
a triode will operate successfully if
a shorter range of control is satisfactory. The 55 and even the 6C5
will not produce undue amounts of
distortion for short ranges of control. There is no reason why this
method cannot be adapted to simpler systems and produce good results except that overload signals are
sometimes necessary in low power
amplifiers for commercial reasons.

Fig.

3
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Effect of distortion limiter in production receiver
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The
MODULATOR

By REINHARD K. HELLMANN
Transatlantic Research and Information Service. Inc.

DURING the last few years, the
circuit shown in Fig. 1 has
attracted much interest in the field
of communication engineering, because some important modulation
problems can be solved by it in a
simple manner. It comprises two
generators of any frequency, 521 and
522, and a bridge-like arrangement of
non-linear resistances into which the
currents are fed by means of transformers tapped at their centers and
a choke. There is, moreover, a third
pair of terminals, which are connected to a load resistance R. The
effect of the circuit is that across
this load a voltage is developed which
consists essentially of the modulation
sideband of the two original frequencies, these original frequencies
themselves being suppressed in the
output.
Working Principle
In order to explain how this circuit works, let us first consider the
circuit shown in Fig. 2, which under
certain assumptions is equivalent to
that in Fig. 1, as we shall show later.
The generator of frequency 122 is

Fig.

28

1.

Schematic wiring diagram

of the

connected 'to a load, R, through a
device acting as a reversing switch
free of inertia. This switch is operated by the generator of frequency
X1'1 in such a way that the polarity of
e, is reversed after each half period
of Sll.
The effect of such a treatment is
shown in Fig. 3a and 3b. The frequencies 121 and 122 are shown in the
upper lines. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that Sll is of
rectangular shape. In Fig. 3a 122 has
nearly the same value as .121, while in
Fig. 3b the ratio is high, as in the
case of an r -f carrier (1)1) modulated
by an a -f signal (122).
From the reversed output voltages
shown in the lower lines, it can easily
be seen that the main components
present are the sum and difference
frequency o = 121
Cl2 and cc =
121 + 122 and that there is no component either of frequency 121 or 122.
But it seems as if the output voltage,
which somehow resembles the familiar picture of a modulated wave,
shows considerable distortion. In
order to investigate this we may
analyze the output voltage by putting

modulator bridge

-

e, = cos 12, t.f (521t), where f (521t) is
a function with period 2n, the value
of which jumps from
to +1 and

-1

vice-versa after every half-period.
The Fourier analysis gives the following expression:
es

=
aes

[cos (12i122)t

-

cos (3121f122)t

.. ]

When this formula is applied to the
case of Fig. 3a where the term with
121-122 is the only "desired" modulation product, it is seen that there
are no harmonics whatsoever of the
desired frequency. The only "undesired" components present in the output are 111-1-122 and those in the
neighborhood of 312, 511, etc., so that
they can easily be eliminated by
means of filters if necessary.
The question is how to design a
reversing switch which, according to
our assumption, is free of inertia.
It is obvious that only an electronic
device is suitable for this purpose,
as soon as audio or even higher frequencies are being considered. A
device which meets these requirements is incorporated in the circuit
shown in Fig. 1. Four electronic
rectifiers are connected so as to form
a ring, the direction of the flow currents being the same for all branches.
Let us assume that e1 is much greater
than e2, as in most practical cases,
and that the rectifiers are ideal ones,
so that a small positive voltage will
make their conductivity infinite,
while a small negative voltage will
make it zero. Thus, during the half
period of 521 where point a (Fig. 1)
is positive in respect to b, rectifiers
1 and 2 will become conductive and
thus connect e with c, so that e2 is
across f and c. During the next half
period, 3 and 4 are conductive so
that e, is across f and d, the polarity
thus being reversed. In this way,
the desired effect is accomplished,
and the same conclusions apply as in
the case of Fig. 2.
Though tubes have been found to
do the job, metal rectifiers are pre -
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BRIDGE
Fig. 2. Simplified diagram illustrating modulator bridge

operation

ferred for low and medium frequen- 500 -ohm line in order to transfer
cies, chiefly because of their nearly the a -f message to a higher freexponential i -e characteristic. The quency band. Such a bridge can be
relation between the resistance r = used either as a modulator or as a
e/i and the voltage e is shown for a demodulator, if only the transformcopper oxide rectifier in Fig. 4. ers and the filters at the output are
Within a large range this relation matched according to the special purmay be represented by r = roc", the pose. Thus, similar arrangements
value of k being as great as 18. A can be used in suppressed carrier
similar curve is valid for the differ- systems both at the transmitting and
ential resistance de/di, the resistance at the receiving station. Its range
presented to the e2 -current which is, moreover, not confined to audio
flows to the load resistance R. Since frequencies. Though the capacities
the value of r is changed by several of the metal rectifiers cannot be neorders if the voltage is changed from glected at higher frequencies, cirzero to a few tenths of a volt, the cuits have been found to work satisideal characteristic assumed above is factorily at frequencies as high as
several hundred kilocycles.
approximated very closely.
A more complete analysis confirms

that in spite of these deviations from
an ideal reversing switch, the features of the device taken as a modulator can be summarized as follows:
(1) A suppressed carrier modulation is obtained with practically no
distortion of the desired modulation
product.
(2) By means of proper design,
the amplitude of this modulation
product can, within broad limits, be
made independent of the amplitude
of the "carrier" frequency and
strictly proportional to the other
voltage e2.
(3) The attenuation of the energy
transferred from the signal to the
side -band is practically zero.
(4) The circuits connected with
the three pairs of terminals do not
interact with one another, as the
device operates as a balanced bridge.
Application in Communication Systems
Due to these features, the modulator bridge, equipped with metal
rectifiers, is adaptable for many purposes when high quality modulation
is required with a small and light

unit. So it has found wide application, especially in the European
countries. In Fig. 5, a modulator is
shown which may be adapted to a
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The modulator bridge has found
one of its most modern applications
in concentric cable circuits, where

several hundred carriers are each
loaded with a telephone message. In
such systems, the filter requirements
are very critical. They can be reduced materially by transferring
every 0-3000 cycle message to a
higher frequency band by means of
premodulating it with an intermediate carrier of, say, 6 kc. For, if the
lower side -band (3 to 6 kc.) is selected and applied to a carrier of 50
kc. for example, the new side -bands
of 44 to 47 kc. and 53 to 56 kc. can
be separated by means of simple filters. Since the modulator bridge
unit, as described above, takes very
little space and also does not draw
any current from batteries, it will
not be difficult to place some hundred
of such premodulators in a single
booth.
It is specially interesting that the
device will work even if one of the
currents involved is d.c. If both
input frequencies, S2, and t22, are
equal, a steady voltage is set up
across the load resistance, the value
depending on the amplitude of e2 and
the phase relations. Thus, the modulator can be used as a phase meter
or monitor.

Fig. 3. Effect of operating on the sine
wave with circuit of Fig. 2
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of copper oxide
rectifier

Industrial Applications
Industrial applications have been
made with a circuit like that in Fig.
5 for such purposes as measuring the
humidity of paper in paper-mills. A
generator of 5000 cycles feeds a modulator bridge (I) as well as a second
bridge (II), one capacity branch of

29

which is designed as a measuring
condenser. A part of its dielectric
consists of the material to be tested
in mass production, such as paper.
Thus, humidity changes in the latter
will cause changes in capacity and
will disturb the balance of bridge
(II). The alternating voltage established is fed through an amplifier

cylinder of an engine, for instance,
can be recorded without distortion.
The modulator' bridge Is of no less
importance in the designing of portable equipment for testing floors and
laboratories. Beat frequency generators are the most frequently used
source of a -f voltage, but the full
advantage of testing arrangements

eliminated by a properly designed
low-pass filter.
There are some limitations to this
ideal performance, which are essentially set by the fact that the reversing switch is not an ideal one. Possible non-uniformity of the rectifier
characteristics is another point
which must be considered carefully.
If the bridge is not exactly balanced
the circuits become coupled to some
extent. In the case of the beat frequency generator, spurious h -f voltages will appear across the output.
Moreover, a coupling of both oscillators will occur resulting in increased distortion towards the lower
end of the a -f scale. But after all
these subtleties have been investigated, remedies have been found for
most of them, so that rather intricate
problems of measurement have been
solved.
One of them is the amplification

Fig. 5. Application of modulator bridge to measurement of humidity

into the modulator bridge (I), where
a deflection of the instrument will
result. The bridge (II) can be set
in such a way that positive and negative deviations from a medium humidity can be read directly in per
cent. It is especially convenient that
the arrangement can be adjusted to
indicate changes in capacity only, no
matter how the loss -angle changes.
On the other hand, special loss -angle measurements can be made for
continuously testing the uniformity
of insulating material, such as tape
etc. The device has been installed in
rubber plants to control the thickness
of the rubber band produced.
Most frequently, a measuring condenser is used the capacity of which
is varied with pressure. If the instrument is replaced by an oscillo graph, the pressure occurring in the
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based on it is only obtained if the
generator is practically constant over
the entire audio range. As the frequency of one of the high frequency
oscillators used in such a generator
has to be varied, its voltage will have
to change too as a rule, unless the
percentage of the frequency change
is very small.

Such small changes
mean high oscillator frequency and
hence reduced stability. The modu-

lator bridge is the type of modulator
in which the output amplitude can
be made independent of the control
frequency amplitude. Thus, if the
variable frequency oscillator is taken
as the voltage source e, and the fixed
one as e2, a theoretically constant and
undistorted output voltage of the difference frequency will be developed
throughout the whole frequency
band. The sum frequency can be

of frequency bands starting with frequency zero. Designing stable d -c
amplifiers, as is well known, presents
difficulties which could be overcome
only by rather complicated means.
This task has also been materially
simplified if the modulator bridge
circuit is altered in such a way that
it can handle a steady voltage too
instead of an alternating voltage
only. Then, an output voltage of frequency uì will be produced across the
output terminals, the amplitude being strictly proportional to the fluctuations of the d.c. Stable amplification
of this voltage can easily be secured
by means of an orainary resonance
or band amplifier. At the output of
the device an amplified d.c. is produced by a similar bridge circuit operated as a demodulator.
A complete account of the possibilities involved in the modulator bridge
could not, of course, be given in this
article, nor was an attempt made
to deal with the theoretical side
which also presents some interesting
problems. More applications and
more complete information on the
problems mentioned will be found in
the papers listed in the attached
bibliography.
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Built to the specifications of a manufacturer for a particular radio application,
this husky little tuning motor now enters
volume production.
Here are the requirements-conservation
of space, reserve power and ample speed
for quick action, reversibility, dependable
connections and simplified mounting.
The illustration gives you an idea of the fine
design, shows the mounting, self-aligning
bearings, taped coils and simple connections. But to really appreciate this motor
you should have one right on your desk.
Why not send data on your requirements
and let our engineers make their recommendations ?
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TUBES AT WORK
High Speed Counting Made
Possible by Ratio Control
THE

MAXIMUM

COUNTING

speed

Cathode

of

electrically driven mechanical counters
ranges from 400 to 700 per minute. In
many photoelectric counting applications, the desired speed of counting
exceeds this by as much as five times.
Consequently, it is necessary to introduce a division factor, which delivers
one impulse to the counter for a given
number of impulses received from the
phototube. The division factor introduced is usually in units of two, that
is, the counter responds for every

Ratio control for high speed electronic
counting

two, every four, every eight, or every
sixteen impulses received from the
phototube. A ratio introducing device,
called a "ratio differential control,"
has been developed by the United
Cinephone Corp.
In order to insure accurate counting,
it is desirable that the mechanical
counters receive a definite control impulse regardless of the length of time
the light beam is interrupted. In the
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Five -stage connection diagram

is about 30 microamperes per lumen,

the sensitive material being caesium oxide, and having sensitivity throughout
the visible range, and in the infra -red
as far as 10,000 angstrom units. The
photoelectric current derived from the
cathode circuit is caused to pass successively through several wire grids,
the surfaces of which have been prepared to produce a high ratio of secondary electrons when bombarded by
high voltage primary electrons. Each
grid thereon acts as a multiplying
stage, the secondary electrons from
one grid passing on to the next, and
there exciting the emission of still
other secondary electrons, and so on.
At the end of the tube a flat plate receives the multiplied electron stream,
and provides an additional secondary
amplification of about eight times. The
final current is collected by a wire
screen just forward of the flat surface.
The multiplying grids, metal screens
of circular shape, are arranged in

ratio differential control, the counter
is energized exactly 50 per cent of the
control time, regardless of the length
of time the beam is interrupted. Using
the device with a Veeder-Root reset
counter, counts as fast as 5,000 per
minute have been successfully accomplished.

Grid -Type Multiplier Phototube Introduced in England
THE BAIRD TELEVISION CO. of London

have recently developed two multiplier
phototubes of unusual design. Type
ML has a large photo -sensitive cathode
(250 sq. centimeters), while the type
MS has a smaller cathode of 15 sq.
centimeters area, the latter tube being
intended for concentrated light beams.
The initial sensitivity of these cathodes

38

Type MS multiplier
phototube

parallel planes, the whole being surrounded by a cylindrical tube. This
method of construction avoids the necessity of an external magnetic field,

such as is used in the Zworykin type
multiplier. An amplification of as high
as four times is obtained at each
multiplying grid. By avoiding the use
of coupling resistors, such as would
be necessary if a thermionic amplifier
were used, the signal to noise ratio
of this photocell device is approximately 200 times better than that of a
thermionic amplifier of the same gain.
The overall amplification obtainable
depends on the number of stages and
on the overall voltages applied. A
nine -stage multiplier with a 1,500 -volt
overall applied voltage will produce
multiplication up to 20,000 times. But
by using higher voltages, as shown in
the diagram, multiplications up to
200,000
times can be obtained.
The final output should not exceed
1
milliampere,
instaotherwise
bility may result. The life of the cell
is said to be very long. Frequency
response of the device is about the same
as that of an ordinary vacuum type
phototube, that is, it is determined

Nine -stage multiplier

(type MS)

only by the interelectrode capacities,
and at very high frequencies, by the
transit time of the electrons.

Vibration Pick-up Used
to Balance Motor Rotors
INTERESTING APPLICATION of the
vibration pick-up has been made by
Westinghouse in a portable rotor -balancing device which can be used to
correct vibration in large rotating
machinery. On the shaft of the machine to be corrected is attached a sine
wave alternator, the stator of which
can be shifted about the axis of the
machine, thus controlling the phase
relation between the sine wave output
and the vibration of the larger machine.
The vibration pick-up is held against
the vibrating machine. The output of
the pickup is amplified and fed to the
voltage coil of a wattmeter, while the
output of the auxiliary sine wave alternator goes to the current coil of the
same meter. The stator of the alternator is then shifted to obtain minimum
and maximum readings of the wattmeter, and with these readings the
correct position of balancing weight on
the large machines may be calculated.
The device has been used on generators of as high power as 165,000 kw.,
which had resisted all previous attempts at balancing.
(Continued on page 40)
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OF
Seamless and Lock seam Cathode Sleeves
and Fine Small Tubing
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LETTERS beginning like that get a warm
welcome at Superior. The customer (or prospect) usually wants us to show him whether
we can turn out tubing of unusual characteristics or exceptional accuracy-something
that will help him do his job better, quicker,
cheaper or all three. With rare exceptions
his requirements are satisfied, because fine
small tubing is the single, specialized product
of this concern. And the uses to which
Superior Tubing is put are constantly on the
increase because we refuse to agree with
How
those who say "It can't be done."
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Phototube Drawer Opener
Used to Safeguard Dental
Patients
A DENTAL CABINET has recently been
designed with photoelectric control of

the drawer compartments, the purpose

IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES
Uniformly distributed load-by dividing the load into as many equal parts
as may be necessary.
Uniformity of finished resistor insured
through ability to inspect individual
strands which go to make up the complete unit.
Greater radiating surface.
An extremely wide range of resistance
values available.

Relatively high wattage rating.
Excellent temperature -resistance and
voltage -resistance characteristics.
Stability in service.
Homogeneous solid body ceramic resistor.
A FEW APPLICATIONS

X-ray apparatus
Industrial control equipment

Phototube -controlled dental cabinet

being to permit the dentist to open
the drawers without actually touching
the cabinet. Eight instrument drawers
can be operated individually by passing a finger over beams of light directed at a photo -electric cell. By this
means the possibility of transferring
disease from the mouth of one patient
to another through the medium of the
cabinet drawers is overcome. The cabinet is designed by Glenn W. Cammen,
and manufactured by the American
Cabinet Company.

Phototube Color Analyzer
Used in Chemical Research
THE AUTOMATIC SPECTROPHOTOMETER,
developed by Prof A. C. Hardy of

Electronic circuits
Industrial measuring instruments
Radio receiving and transmitting apparatus
BRING US YOUR RESISTOR PROBLEMS

We'll be glad to trade our ideas and experience
for your resistor problems. Write for additional
information about the new Globar Brand Nested
Resistor.
GLOBAR DIVISION

Spectrophotometer measures color
complexion

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
Sales Offices and Warehouses in New

York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Cleveland, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Grand Rapids

(Carborundum and Globar are registered trade.marke of The Carborundum Co.)
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of

I. T. and the General Electric
Laboratories, has recently been applied
to chemical analysis. The development
M.
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"Since using Centralab Controls...
we have not replaced more than
three. Centralab has remedied our
troubles due to 'comebacks' of
noisy controls, and we are proud
to recommend them 100%."

Down in the Canal Zone where the rainy season lasts eight months and
plays havoc wi-h redo receivers Mr. H. W. Wright has been "laughing
at the rain" since he :hanged to Centralab controls and Fixed Resistors.
Centralab parts are built
abuse
cold .. , heat vibration
Rain
to "Take it on the chin-. No wonder set manufacturers, experimentors,
and amateurs everyvl ere "SPECIFY CENTRALAB".
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was originally intended, and has found
wide use, for analyzing the color content of any material or sample. The
new application involves the detection
of color in compounds when the unknown chemical element is mixed with
a reagent. Among the organic compounds studied are sugars, with copper
as the reagent, and chlorophyll with
magnesium as a reagent.
Even when two compounds give essentially the same color, the two may be
separated by the color analyzing device. For example, when titanium is
present in iron, the percentage of
titanium may be estimated even when
the ratio is only one part of 4,000,
despite the fact that both titanium and
iron give yellow colors in solution.

Direct -Current Amplifiers:
A Review
Contribution of the
Engineering Staff
A

Aerovox Corporation

IT IS ONE of the most difficult tasks to
build an amplifier for the measurement
of small d -c voltages or to make a
small d -c voltage control a relay or
solenoid. The simplest form, usually
shown in textbooks, employs a voltage
divider to supply the required voltages
to the different plates and grids. An
example is shown in Fig. 1 where the
directions of the currents is indicated
by arrows.
Of all the possible arrangements of
direct coupled amplifiers, this is the

Fig. 1-Simplest direct coupled

amplifier

Ferranti offers you the
benefit of 56 years experience

glecitibie 90,e
R.C.A. BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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poorest. Any change of plate current
in the last tube must also cause a
change of current in the lower sections
of the voltage divider and thus change
the bias on the first tube. The circuit
then becomes regenerative or degenerative depending on whether the number
of stages is even or odd. An odd number of stages becomes degenerative and
is therefore easier to construct. The
feedback effect could be minimized by
employing large bleeder currents but
this is obviously undesirable.
If all the voltages must be taken
from a single source it is better to
employ the self-biasing arrangement
shown in Fig. 2. This circuit is subject to slow drifts of plate current
due to the usual causes which will be
discussed presently. Since the drift
can be made very slow and a two-stage
amplifier of this type is degenerative,
it is usable if not too sensitive an indicator is employed.
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LOOKING FOR

Audio Power Tubes?

their high
for
life
and
long
are three noted
ce
Here
H
1
quality, performance

The 284D is the tube that will
meet your needs if you have 50
watt or high powered equipment.
These tubes are standard in one of
the most popular Western Electric
audio amplifiers.

The 300A is designed for high
quality Class A service at comparatively low plate voltage. These tubes
are used extensively in Western

The 308B was developed for use
in Western Electric's high powered
public address system. Four 308B's
deliver 1000 watts of audio power
with less than 2% distortion for

with less than 2% distortion.

average speech input levels.

Electric speech input amplifiers

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Plate Voltage (Max. DC)
Plate Current DC
Mutual Conductance
Class A Output (2 Tubes)
Class B Output (2 Tubes)

284D

300A

10

5

3.25
1250
175

2500
50
165

1.2

450

70

5200
25

308B
14 volts
6.0 amperes
volts

2250
300
7500
100
500

ma.

micromhos
watts
watts

For full details write to the distributors: Graybar Electric Co., Graybar

Building, NewYork; In Canada and
Newfoundland: Northern Electric
Co., Ltd.; In other countries: International Standard Electric Corp.

Western ElectrIc
RADIO

TELEPHONE
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TROUBLEFREE SERVICE
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Fig. 2-Self-biased amplifier

circuit

.AFTER1

YEAR

.

YEAR

-AO
"ee,

Another type of d -c amplifier is
made by employing two independent
power supplies in series. Voltage
doubling may be employed for this
purpose. Figure 3 shows a circuit
which was due to Otto Greenberg who
employed it for an automatic engraving
process. With the constants given a 0.1

011=llMllTIE
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RESISTORS

On land and sea
up in the air and deep in
the earth
. in industry and homes
. controlling light, heat and power-OHMITE VitreousEnameled Rheostats and Resistors are rolling up
impressive records of dependable, trouble -free
service year after year.
And in broadcast, commercial and amateur transmitters and receivers . . in test equipment, and
instruments
in electronic devices-OAMITE
resistance units are doing the job accurately, dependably, safely . . . better.

...

The Ohmite Engineering Department is yours for
the solution of your particular control -by -resistance problems. Call us in or write us about
your needs . . . put us to work for you! No
obligation.
Rheostats available in 7 stock sizes from 25 watts
to 1,000 watts. Resistors, from 1 watt to 200
watts, in a wide range of resistance values. Send
for Catalog 16.

Fig. 3-Voltage-doubler
d -c amplifier

volt signal will cause a change in plate
current of 1.25 ma. in the plate circuit

of the 43.
A very interesting and useful amplifier can be operated directly from the
a -c line and does away with the neces-

sity of cascaded power supplies. This
circuit (Fig. 4) was developed by
Shepard. The first tube is connected
directly across the line in a self-rectified arrangement while the second tube
is also placed across the line but "upside down." Suppose that during the

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4825 W. FLOURNOY AVE., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

4-A -c operated
"back-to-back" circuit
Fig.

The modern Oh mite "daylight" factory where every facility is pro.
vided for the production of high quality rheostats, resistors and
switches under laboratory standards.

Rheostats
at

Resistors

Tap Switches

first half cycle under consideration the
first tube conducts, the plate being
positive with respect to its cathode.
At the same time the other tube is
non-conductive. Plate current will then
flow through the plate load resistor R
making the point A negative with respect to the side of the line marked X.
This negative voltage across R charges
the condenser C to the same potential.
During the next half cycle of the power
supply line the first tube becomes non -
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70,000

Made of NICKEL

ñ

they are tough
and

50,000

`,:ia

Ñ 30,000

withstand repeated
handling and high
temperatures
Precision -made tube parts turned
out by the million what holds
them to close dimensions? What
metal, in such intricate forms, can
withstand handling and mounting,
and also bombardment at temperatures up to 1875° F.?
Nickel was chosen for radio tubes
from the very beginning. It enabled
tube manufacturers to produce precision parts by the million. Demonstrated, too, ability to retain precision through frequent handling
and high temperatures: For, as you
will see from the charts, Nickel has
rugged strength and keeps it at
high temperatures better than other

-

-

20,000
It)

10,000

II

Tensile Strengths of Annealed
Nickel, Copper and Iron Wires

40,000

strong...

I

Effect of Temperature on the

60,000

Nickel

-4416,h

o

Temperature - °C

metals. And because Nickel does
not suffer changes in crystalline
structure, warping is minimized.
Precision right in the finished
tube means better tubes, increased
yield, lowered costs, satisfied users.
That is one of the many reasons why
tube manufacturers prefer Nickel.
For many other electrical applications Nickel is the logical, economical metal to use. And for special purposes, special Nickel alloys
have been developed. We'll be glad
to discuss them with you, and to furnish technical information. Write
for "Nickel in the Radio Industry."
Address: "Electrical Research" c/o

Cantilever Beam Test
Temp. °C

Nickel

900

Iron

850

75g 0

All Specimens Held 5 Minutes of Temperature

NICKEL

NEW YORK, N. Y.
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC., 67 WALL ST.,
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conductive while the second tube is now
operating. However, the charge of C
cannot leak off fast enough due to the
time constant of C and R so it provides
a bias to the grid of the 43. The magnitude of this bias depends of course on
the amount of plate current which
was flowing in the 6C6 plate circuit
and this in turn depends on the input
signal voltage. This process of placing
tubes "upside down" alternatively
could be repeated but the circuit soon
becomes subject to erratic changes of
plate current due to amplified small
fluctuations in the first stage.

HE American Society of Testing Materials
has recommended four grades of paper -base
laminated insulation for use in electronic applications. These four grades are usually fabricated
by punching.
Number 1 (G -E grade No. '2047) is suitable for
noncritical insulation and is easily punched, even
in the most intricate shapes.
Numbers 2 and 3 (G -E grades No. 2008 and 2051,
respectively) have excellent electrical properties
and can be punched in intricate shapes with the
most advanced punching technique.
Number 4 (G -E grade No. 2029) is punched with
so much difficulty that it is limited, more or less,
to simple-shaped punchings but has the highest
possible electrical properties.
The fabricated parts illustrated are for critical
purchasers whose requirements are exacting both
as to properties and fine workmanship. These
purchasers rely on G -E Textolite and on General Laminated's* ability
to design fine punching dies and to fabricate their parts accurately.
For complete information and samples of the above punching grades of
Textolite laminated write to General Laminated Products, Inc., or to
Section A-3, Plastics Department, General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

Causes of instability
Variations in the power line voltage
will affect all of these amplifiers and
is one cause of erratic changes in
the indicating needle as well as slow
drifts. Employing a regulated B supply alone will not eliminate all of this
trouble because the filament current
will still be subject to variations which
cause slow fluctuations of the emission
in the tubes. Different heaters respond
to these influences at different speeds.
Supposing that all these objections
have been eliminated there are still
the following sources of trouble.
Each joint in the circuit usually
brings two metals together and forms
a thermo-couple. These junctions develop small d -c voltages depending on
the temperature of the circuit which
is usually fluctuating. Although these
voltages are small, those in the input
stage will be amplified enough to cause
motions of the indicating instrument.
Leakage across resistors, tubes, condensers, etc., may also vary the resistance of these parts and the voltage
drops across them.

Photo sensitivity as a cause
of instability
Most tubes are photo -sensitive to
some degree and if sufficient amplification is provided the effect shows
up. The lighted cigar of the experimenter has proven to cause variations
in plate current which were hard to
track down. Variations in the power
supply can be reduced by one of the

wag

Q

79, 6A6, etc.

Input

GENERAL LAMINATED PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
233 Spring St., New York, N. Y.

*G-E Textolite Distributor

GENERAL
46

3113-3123 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Fig. S-Balanced

bridge amplifier

and Fabricator

ELECTRIC
PD.34

systems of regulating them and the
remaining small variations in filament
and plate supply may be balanced out.
The balancing out process consists in
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NEWS PICTURES MADE THE DEAD LINE

TH E reporter and the camera -man join hands

quality. In the commercial transmission of pictures

in bringing to the public the news of the day.

Isolantite*-insulated circuits and equipment con-

And as telegraph wires and radio flash the reporter's story from city to city with the speed of

tribute to the dependability of the service.
In this comparatively new field, Isolantite's long

light, the camera -man's pictures travel at the same
speed, ready to make the same deadline-ready to

experience in the design of ceramic insulators for
every application is at the service of its customers.
*

appear in the same edition with the story.

Registered Trade-name for the products of Isolantite Inc.

The electron tube makes possible the transmission of news pictures by wire and
every electronic

radio-and

in

circuit-in the moderate frequen-

cies of wire transmission or in the high frequencies

of

radio-the

insulation must be of the highest

ISOLANTITE INC
CERAMIC INSULATORS
Factory: Belleville, N. J.

Sales Office: 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

stage in a light -tight compartment
Regeneration
Some workers have made use of a

WHAT

regenerative

d-c amplifier but it requires patience. One form, developed
by Turner, is shown in Fig. 6. An increase in plate current of the first

Fig.

6-Regenerative d -c amplifier
circuit

Revs.tors:
Because of the superior electrical characteristics of Erie Resistors, they will

more nearly retain their nominal ratings
under all types of normal operating conditions. Made in a complete range of
values in both insulated and non -insulated types.

Ceramicons:
OG

tube, decreases the plate current in the
second tube and this in turn increases
the plate current of the first tube, etc.
The regeneration is adjusted by the
two potentiometers R, and R2. The condition corresponding to oscillation results in the smallest input voltage causing the first tube to show saturation
plate current and the second tube to
be blocked. The removal of the tiny
initial impulse then does not return
the circuit to its original condition.
However, the originator of the circuit
claims it can be made stable if not too
high amplification is desired from it.

These new silver -ceramic fixed condensers
are
revolutionizing push-button con-

MMf

trolled receivers by directly compensating for reactance drift in oscillator circuits. With a capacity independent of
frequency and humidity, and with a definite, linear, reproducible temperature
coefficient, Erie Ceramicons bring new
condenser standards to the electronic
field. Write today for free booklet giving characteristics and other data.

KILOWATT SPEAKER

Plastics
In the first two annual Modern Plastics
competitions the only awards for injection molded pieces were won by the Erie
Plastics Division.
Originators of the
popular plastic bezels with glass inserts
and developers of many improvements in
injection molding technique, Erie design
artists and engineers are in position to
render valuable assistance in the design
and production of your plastic parts.

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION,
TORONTO, CANADA

LONDON, ENGLAND

RESISTORS SUPPRESSORS

50

C

E

A,

PARIS, FRANCE-J.E.CANETTI

RAMICONS

has recently
installed this loudspeaking unit,
capable of handling 1000 watts with
A Berlin movie house

CO.

INJECTION MOLDED PLASTICS

fidelity from 40 to 10,000 cps. Four
tweeters are used, three for the
range 5,000 to 8,000, and one from
8000 to 10.000 cps
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FREWENOY-LIMIT MONITOR
111I776-A
MINK
GENERAL RADIO co.
OMIMMION

r.ru..

NEW
,0°

High Frequency Monitor

G -R

Poro

1,500 KC TO 30,000 KC
1..

.1

The answer to the high frequency monitoring problem
easily installed .
.
extremely simple to operate
.

upkeep
When the transmitter deviates
from the assigned frequency by a
predetermined amount, one of the
warning lamps on the pane' lights
and indicates direction of deviation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

low

moderately priced

FEATURES
1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

Visual indication of deviation outside legal allowance
Warning lamps light if transmitter deviates above or below
allowed tolerance
Lamps show direction of deviation
Easier to watch than continuously indicating type of instrument
One lamp
Simple to use: lamps out, frequency OK
lighted, frequency off
. 7 inches of relay rack space
Very compact
Can be used on one to four channels
Requires only A-C line and simple
.
Easily installed .
coupling to transmitter
No subsequent adjustments needed
Entirely A-C operated from built-in supply
Insures legal operation at all times
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Type 775-A Frequency -limit monitor
Type 376-M Quartz plates

$240.00
50.00 each

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 250 FOR INFORMATION
From one to four low-temperature -coefficient quartz plates, housed in a simple
temperature control box maintained at

50 deg. C, can be used to monitor any one
of four frequencies. The desired crystal

is selected by a switch on the panel..
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GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK
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Convection Currents
in Mercury Arcs
OF convection currents on
the heat losses and on the form of the
arcs must necessarily be taken into account in formulating any rigorous and
complete theory of an electric discharge
at high pressure. The experimental
and theoretical results recorded by Carl
Kenty in "On Convection Current in
High Pressure Mercury Arcs," in the
January issue of the Journal of Applied
Physics provides additional information
on the subject which has for the most
part been treated purely from theoretical considerations.
In order to test the results which
theory predicts, the vapor velocities existing in high pressure mercury vapor
tubes were measured. The principal
method adopted was to photograph the
motion of incandescent particles on a
motion picture film. In order to make
these photographs, incandescent particles of oxide such as CaO were introduced into the mercury vapor tube.
The movement of such incandescent
particles of oxide may be determined
visually through the use of a red filter, and by photographing these visual
effects, a permanent record is obtained.
The illustration shows the experimental method used for introducing the
oxide particles into the high pressure
mercury vapor lamps which were studied. Into the side arm A, of the lamp,
is inserted a small amount of carefully dried and baked oxide powder.
The side arm also contains a number
of small ball bearings which, having
come in contact with the oxide powder,
contain small deposits of oxide on
their surfaces. The bearings were kept
in the horizontal portion of the side
arm until it is desired to make motion
pictures of the convection current. One
of the ball bearings is held in the inclined portion of the side arm by means
of an electromagnet M, and is released

THE EFFECTS

EACH month the world's technical literature is scanned to
see what physicists and engineers are doing with tubes, for

presentation in tabloid form to Electronics' readers.

Gaseous Discharge Lamps
ONE FIELD in which theoretical electronics and atomic physics have been
playing an increasingly important role
of recent years, is that concerned with
the design and manufacture of
gaseous discharge lamps. Recent advances in this field are discussed by
S. Dushman in the January issue
of the Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, under the title
"Recent Developments in Gaseous
Discharge Lamps."
The mechanism of the production
of light in gaseous discharge lamps
is discussed, and the reasons are given
why one type of gaseous discharge
lamp is more efficient than another.
The mechanism of light production is
ably described, using a sodium tube as
an example. Suppose we had a diode
in which a copious supply of electrons
is provided by an incandescent cathode
or filament. If a pellet of metallic
sodium is inserted into this diode and
the temperature of the walls is increased so that the vapor pressure of
the sodium reaches a value of about
one millionth of an atmosphere, the
characteristic of the sodium lamp can
be studied. For zero voltage between
the cathode and the plate, no light is
produced. As the plate voltage is increased, no visible effects are produced until the voltage is at least 2.1
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critical potential) for its excitation.
The relation between the spectrum
lines and the voltages which it is required to produce these lines are
shown in energy level diagrams, of
which a diagram for the arc spectrum
of sodium is shown. The wave length
of The light produced is a function
of the excitation voltage and this fact
accounts for the differences in the
quality of light as well as in the efficiency of sodium vapor, mercury vapor,
neon, and other gaseous discharge
tubes.
Considerable space is devoted to a
discussion of the importance and practical forms of gaseous discharge tubes
and their applications, as well as to
visible light sources which make use
of the transformation of ultra-violet
radiation into visible light, through the
action of fluorescent material.

_

I._
5

volts. At this voltage, the two D lines
of sodium are emitted. These are the
most prominent lines of sodium having
wave lengths of 5890 and 5896 A.
As the voltage is increased still further, a new series of lines becomes
visible with a plate voltage of about
3.3 volts and still more lines of the
spectrum appear, until with a plate
voltage of 5.12 volts or higher the
entire sodium spectrum is emitted.
Each line of the spectrum of sodium
corresponds to a transition between a
higher and a lower energy state of
the sodium atom and each of these
states requires a definite electron
energy (corresponding to a so-called

-

5,000
0.000

i

z

DEVELOPED AT the request of the Illinois State Highway Department for
the measurement of car speeds two
electron tube circuits are described by
Herbert J. Reich and Hershel Toomin
under the title "Electronic Circuits for
the Measurement of Time and Speed,"
in the December issue of the Review of
Scientific Instruments. In one of these
the total output current of the device

is approximately linearly proportional
to the time of operation in seconds. A

modification of the original circuit gives
5,000

Energy level diagram for the lines
in the arc spectrum of sodium

52

a relatively uniform

calibration be-

tween the plate current of the output
tube and speed in miles per hour as
determined by the successive closing
of two switches.

Method of introducing oxide particles for studying convection currents
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at the proper moment. When released,
this ball bearing carries a minute

PARIS...

AmerTran Type "W" air -insulated
plate transformer, a fully enclosed
unit with all leads to bushingsSizes to 7

amount of the oxide powder into the
tube. A number of incandescent particles can then usually be seen rising
in the arc stream. By properly synchronizing the electromagnetic release
with the shutter of the camera motion
pictures showing very distinct tracks of
incandescent particles were obtained.
In making such motion picture records,
a deep red filter was used in conjunction with panchromatic film.
From the photographs thus obtained
convection currents of about 40 centimeters per second are found at the axis
in the mid -section of a 400 -watt lamp
having approximately atmospheric
pressure. The speed of convection currents is somewhat greater near the
bottom of the tube and are found to increase somewhat less rapidly than in
proportion to the mass of mercury per
centimeter length of tubing. It is also
found that the arc blows up against
the wall of a tube and softens it when
the lamp is operated in horizontal position.
Photographs of particle tracks show
in a striking manner the migration of
ions in the electric field. Ca and Mg
vapors from the evaporating particles
are strongly ionized and excited at the
higher temperatures and progress rapidly in the field.

AmerTran Type "L" filter reactor
with mounting similar to plate

transformer-insulated up to

Kra.

25

Kv.

r.m.s. teat.

For

circuits utilizing either type '66 or '72 rectifier
tubes AmerTran offers a full selection of standard
transformer components of fully enclosed, airinsulated construction. These units are moderately
priced, quickly available, of exceptionally flexible design, and of highest quality construction throughout.
They are being used extensively throughout the world
by manufacturers of radio transmitters, communication companies, and broadcasting stations. May we
quote you on equipment for your requirements?

DETECTS INCONSTANCY OF
ELECTRONIC CHARGE

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER
COMPANY
178 Emmet St., Newark, N J.

ANd
Manufactured
Since
at
Newark, N. J.
54

N

IRi

AmerTran Type

"H" filament trans-

former-insulated up to

50

Kv. test.

Dr. G. E. M. Jauncey, Professor of

Physics at Washington University,
St. Louis, with the apparatus he
used in detecting that the mass and
charge of the electron are not invariable constants
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Check these Possibilities

for Product Improvement-with
MICANITE AND LAMICOID INSULATING SPECIALTIES
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THE CHART above can only begin to show

the variety of forms in which Mica and
Lamicoid are effecting valuable improvements
in the insulation and appearance of electronic
and related equipment.
But, to alert manufacturers, it will suggest
many more possibilities for bettering the
performance and increasing the sale of their
products.
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Lamicoid and Mica in combination with
other materials, are being made to meet a
wide variety of specific requirements. Let us
know the application you have in mind and
we'll gladly send suitable material for a test
in your own plant. Address Dept. No. 51.
200 Varick Street, New York; 542 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago; 1276 West 3rd Street, Cleveland. Birmingham, Boston,
Cincinnati, Los *Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle. Montreal, Toronto
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London Annual Exhibition of
Scientific Equipment
By JOHN H. JUPE
London, England

held quite a high
place in the exhibits at the Physical
Society's Exhibition held in London
early in January.
In the field of cathode ray oscillography several new units were shown.
A double beam oscillograph with two
electron beams which enables two sets
of phenomena to be observed at once
was one of these. Another unit shown
was the 12¡ in., high vacuum tube,
developed for television purposes.
Shields to avoid interference and magnetic deflector coils are fixed round the
neck of the tube. Beam trigger and
modulation facilities and a 50 cycle
a -c calibration voltage are all provided. The tube, controls and power
pack are self-contained.
Automatic brilliancy control is also
new. This is a special value for obtaining uniform photographic records.
There was also a new ganging oscillator and oscilloscope for visual alignment of the tuned circuits in radio sets.
The oscillator makes use of the Miller
valve effect, in which the varying grid
anode capacity of the tube produces
a frequency sweep above and below the
radio frequency applied to the set for
test purposes. The frequency sweep
is controlled by the saw tooth base
voltage applied to the cathode ray tube
in the oscilloscope, which simultaneously shows the voltage output from
the radio set detector. The screen
image therefore shows the response of
the tuned circuits for a 15 kc. band
above and below the carrier frequency.
Tuned circuits can thus be quickly
aligned by observing the shape and
symmetry of the response curve.
Photoelectric cells were fairly well
represented, a particularly interesting
exhibit being a photoelectric high
speed recording pyrometer for temperatures over 800° C. This apparatus
has been designed for mains operation
with voltage variations up to ±25 volts,
at room temperatures up to 50° C. It
can maintain an accuracy of -F- 5° C.
over the entire scale.
Another interesting photocell instrument was a counter capable of counting objects up to a speed of 5000 per
minute.
A shield grid thyratron was shown
for the first time. In the usual hot
cathode thyratron the discharge is controlled by the grid voltage and the
lower limit of control circuit power is
determined by the grid current.
In high impedance circuits, such as
are used with photocells, it is generally
necessary that the controlling impulses
be amplified before being applied
to the grid. With the shield grid thyratron, the control grid is partially
screened from arc stream, thus reducing the grid current to a very low
value and enabling the tube to be controlled directly from the photocell.
A thyratron shown was suitable for
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

No

heat's too high for Speer Graphite
Anodes. Even at 3400 F., far beyond the melting point of glass . .. far above any temperature
to which any anode will be operated ... graphite
still does not melt or even soften, does not crack
or distort. Though graphite stands extreme temperature, it operates at lower temperatures than
any metal anode because it dissipates heat more
readily.
For example, a tube with a tantalum anode will
get red hot when dissipating 14 watts, a molybdenum anode at I6 watts, a tungsten anode at
20 watts and a graphite anode at 70 watts.

that when you buy transmitters with
Speer Graphite Anodes, your tubes will run
cooler; and the anodes will not melt, soften,
crack or warp. Tubes with Speer Graphite Anodes
This means

stand heavier overloads and last longer.

Speer Graphite Anodes are sold only to tube
manufacturers and used by the leaders. For list
and Graphite Anode Booklet No. 70, write us.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY

ST. MARYS, PA.

SPEER GRAPHITE ANODES
ÉI
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LESS

THAN 7i Y. OF THE

COST OF YOUR NEW

RADIATOR
WILL

BE FOR

Orülmou
GIVE

IT

THE

SECURITY

OF

INSULATION

BY

LAPP

If you are planning a 40o -foot antenna structure, a self-supporting radiator will probably be

achieve finer transmission quality. Is it not a

recommended. The erected cost of the structure will approximate $8,600. Insulation with

the security of insulation by Lapp? For then,
and only then, would you have the assurance

four Lapp push-pull units will cost
$640, less than

71/2%

wise investment, then, to give your radiator

of complete electrical insulation, whatever your transmission equip-

of the total

ment, whatever your antenna

investment. In a guyed radiator the ratio of base in-

feeding circuit.

sulator - to - structure cost

Ask for Lapp Bulletin

will be substantially less.

No. 137. It tells the story

And if you are plan-

of Lapp tower footing

ning such a structure, it

and guy insulators and

is because you expect to

porcelain water coils.

LAPP INSULATOR CO.INC
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peak currents of 75 amperes and peak
voltages of 2000 and was controlled
directly from a cell without amplification.
Two medical instruments were on
view, intended for raising the body
temperature of patients. One of these
employs a tube oscillator of 160 watts
output and operating at 15 megacycles
per second. The oscillatory inductance
takes the form of a flexible cable to
be wound around a limb, looped over
or under the body or applied in the
form of a pancake coil. The other
may also be used for electro surgery,
cutting, coagulating, disscating or cutting under a liquid.

Electron Tubes in the
Motion Picture Field
THE PROBLEMS of vacuum tube

IT is significant that difficult plastics jobs, almost
without exception, find their way to Richardsonjobs requiring intricate, involved dies and molds;
modern production equipment; advanced molding
technique; specialized abilities that encompass
the use of most generally recognized synthetic
plastic materials. Manufacturers who wish to permanently and satisfactorily solve the major problem
that confronts all users of plastics that of finding
a wholly dependable source of supply instinctively turn to Richardson.

-

-

INSUROK

engineering as applied to motion pictures
are discussed by L. C. Hollands and
A. M. Glover, in an article, "Vacuum
Tube Engineering for Motion Pictures," appearing in the January issue
of the Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers. The manufacturing and development technics of
vacuum tubes are described with particular reference to the motion picture
equipment. A brief discussion is given
of how application requirements effect
the choice of materials, the structural
design, and electrical characteristics
of phototubes and amplifiers of both
power and voltage type is included.
Methods which manufacturers use to
reduce microphonics are mentioned as
well as are methods of reducing hum.
The article is concluded with a brief
description of the electron multiplier,
consisting of a photo -sensitive circuit
and a number of secondary emitting
surfaces so arranged that the primary
photoelectron current may be amplified
by large factors depending upon the
the number of secondary surfaces used.
While these tubes are still in the developmental stage, gains of from 20,000
to 65,000 may be obtained in an 8 stage electron multiplier.

RADIO CONTROLLED
PLANE

THE SUPERIOR MOLDED, LAMINATED PLASTIC

The services of scientists and technicians in design,
engineering and research are available without cost
or obligation to assist in the application of INSUROK,
or other plastics, to present or contemplated requirements. Details will gladly be sent on request.

94e RI

SON COMPANY

LOCKLAND. CINCINNATI OHIO
FOUNDED 1858
MELROSE PARK. CHICAGO, ILL.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.
DETROIT OFFICE: 4-252 G. M. BUILDING. PHONE MADISON 9386
NEW YORK OFFICE' 75 WEST STREET. PHONE WHITEHALL 4-4487
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This model airplane, built in California, will take off, maneuver in
the air, and land, in accordance
with radio signals emitted from a

portable transmitter
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www.americanradiohistory.com

BROADCAST

- AIRCRAFT - RECORDING

Will find tremendous value in the
GATES 17-B AUDIO COMPRESSOR

Limiting peak signals means a greater overall audio signal and that's what the
new Gates I7 -B Audio Compressor does in the smoothest manner believable. For
broadcasting it has proven many times that at least one-third increased coverage
is developed.
In Aircraft the shouting dispatcher is leveled off as pretty as you
please while in recording it is a natural for higher level transcriptions which means
lower surface noise. This newest Gates development is fully described in the
Gates Speech Input catalog, yours for the asking.

GATES RADIO

&

SUPPLY COMPANY,

QUINCY, ILL.

REMLER
ATTENUATORS

BALL BEARING
ROTOR SHAFT

CLOCK SPRING
PIGTAIL

CONNECTION
LA -5 Ladder

Type-Net

$1p.8o

New 1938 features.

No increase in price! Improvements
provide unequalled ease of operation and long life.
Attenuation variable in 27 steps of 12/3 db. per step up
to 45 db. fading in 3 additional increasing steps from
45 db. to infinity. A single sliding contact in the input
circuit results in contact noise being attenuated within
the unit in direct proportion to the loss introduced in the
circuit, providing a constant signal-to-noise ratio. Impedance practically constant over entire range of the pad.
Standard impedances of 50, 200, 250 and 500 ohms.
Special values to order.
Remler Company, Ltd., 19th at Bryant, San Francisco

REMLER-THE RADIO FIRM AS OLD AS RADIO
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tained beyond 1000 km provided that
the transmitters are sufficiently powerful.
While the Standard -Adcock series of
radio direction -finders has a large field
of use at coast stations for marine
navigation, and also for military purposes, its most valuable application is
clearly to aircraft navigation. This
has been recognized by the aviation authorities, and equipment of this type
will shortly be in use at many important aerodromes.
The normal method of use for two
or three such equipments to operate
as a group. When a pilot wishing to
know his position asks for it by means
of the radio transmitter on board his
aircraft, his request is picked up by
the direction-finding stations, each of
which immediately observes the bearing of the signals. At the station in
charge all the observed bearings are
transferred to a special chart by means
of a system of stretched threads, the
intersection of the -threads giving the
position of the aircraft by triangulation; the bearing so found is then transmitted to the aircraft in some such
form as "20 km southwest of Abbeville." All communication is by telegraph code, and the whole process takes
remarkably little time; with skilled operators a position can be given to a
pilot within 20 seconds of his request.
Another application described in
Electrical Communication is that known
as "homing on bearings." In this case
the pilot is kept informed at short
intervals of his bearing on an aerodrome, and continually adjusts his
course to fly on this bearing; usually
the process commences when he is still
distant by 30 km or 50 km. When by
this means the machine has been guided
over the aerodrome, which may be
obscured by clouds, a special signal
is transmitted to the pilot, and he descends through the clouds knowing that
the aerodrome must be beneath him,
and completes his landing in the usual
way. The Standard -Adcock equipment
is particularly useful for this method
of navigation owing to its complete
immunity from aeroplane effect and
consequent ability to give accurate
bearings even when the aircraft is close
in and the transmitted wave arrives
with a large angle of tilt. If a frame
aerial system is used it is true that
the aeroplane effect is at its minimum
because the aircraft is flying towards
the system (assuming the latter to be
close to the aerodrome) but even so,
better accuracy is obtainable with an
Adcock aerial system of quite low
height, 9 m to 10 m at the most.
It is the opinion of the author of the
article that for maximum efficiency
aerodrome equipment should include
two direction -finders, one for long
range work with its aerial system well
away from the landing ground, and
another for short range work with a
low aerial system erected at the boundary of the landing ground and on the
normal line of approach. By the use
of transmission line connections the
goniometer and receiver units for both

March 1938
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systems can be installed together in the
same office quite conveniently.
In conclusion the author points out
that fitting an aircraft with a radio
compass does not make the aerodrome
direction-finder any less necessary, and
vice versa. Two safety measures are
better than one. If the aircraft transmitter breaks down the aerodrome direction -finder cannot provide either a
position or a bearing, but both can be
obtained on the aircraft itself if a
radio compass is carried, and disaster
may thereby be avoided.

TELEVISN
D uMONT DEMONSTRATION

R-M -S Vacuum Tube

Voltmeter
DOUBLE TUBE vacuum tube voltmeter
which gives root -mean-square readings
is described by Walter B. Michels in
the January issue of the Review of Scientific Instruments.
The schematic wiring diagram for
the double tube voltmeter is shown and
consists of two type 37 tubes with associated batteries and resistors. It
was found that the type 37 tubes gave
a plate current response which was
proportional to the square of the grid
voltage, within 5 per cent, when the
plate voltage was 75, and the grid was
-11.8 volts. This square relation is

A

THE PRINCIPLES OF TELEVISION DEMONSTRATED WITH TWO
DU MONT OSCILLOGRAPHS and the DU MONT PHASMAJECTOR
To make this demonstration possible circuit changes have been made in the two
oscillographs employed. A switch has been provided to eliminate the unnecessary circuits
and enable the units to be used as standard oscillographs when not in use as part of
the television demonstration.
and
The Phasmajector Type #1 supplies the video signal transmitted by one type 164 this
the picture is received on a Du Mont type 34-7-T three inch Teletron. With
equipment definition equivalent to approximately 660 lines can be demonstrated, considered
as a portion of a regular picture seen on a fourteen inch tube.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, WRITE

ALLEN

B. DU

UPPER MONTCLAIR

MONT LABORATORIES,
Cable Address:
WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK

INC.

NEW JERSEY

,
+1
elipsemie-.

Y

Schematic wiring diagram of Michels two -tube voltmeter

essential in order that the device may
indicate r -m-s values. In this circuit
R5= 7.40 Ra and Ea = -1.66 volts.
The input resistance, composed of R.
and R. in series may be chosen at will
provided that the total resistance is not
sufficiently high as to produce instability of operation. In order further
to increase the stability of operation,
the heater current for the two tubes
in parallel was maintained at 0.5 ampere rather than the rated value of 0.6
ampere.
The article gives the mathematical
treatment which is necessary for the
proper design of all of the resistances
and voltages of the circuit, on the basis
of experience with a number of type 37
triodes.

ELECTRONICS

-
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Materials from which HUNTER
SPRINGS are made areselected with
... thoroughly tested and

great care

proven before a single sping is produced. Your springs - mode of finest
steel, brass, phosphor brcnze, nickel
silver,stainless steel, musk wire, etc. -have this inbred advantage.

And,

a

large stock of all standard gauges is
carried to expedite your orders. Write
for details. (And, ask about our
complete Assembly Service, too.)

EELPA.

HUNTEULANSUALE,
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Battery -Operated Device for
the Recovery of Lost Radium
A BATTERY - OPERATED Geiger - Muller
counter which is suitable for the detection of lost radium is described by
Robert B. Camp in the December issue
of the Review of Scientific Instruments.
The unit described combines ruggedness
with simplicity and uses standard radio
parts wherever possible.
Essentially the radium detector consists of a Geiger -Müller counter tube, a
three -stage resistance coupled amplifier
feeding a loudspeaker, and the necessary power supply unit. The wiring
diagram of the complete unit is shown
in the accompanying drawing. Stand Type 33 .01mfd. Type 30

.3;mfd.

Type3O

NEW!
Grip -To -Talk

TYPE G DESK STAND
Made with relay operating switch for remote control of amplifiers and transmitters through suitable relay systems. Interchangeable socket connector to accommodate microphones illustrated. Complete with 8 -ft. two -wire cable.

COMBINATION LIST PRICES

i.

GT -3
GD -2
GK -2
GD -104
Type G

witch

"B" POWER

that's dependable
"PINCO" Silver Band

*Specify
Dynamotors

wherever a dependable source of high voltage current
is needed for the operation of police, air craft, marine and radio
broadcast units and sound systems.
Recommended by engineers everywhere for their high efficiency and
trouble -free characteristics. A complete line of frames, sizes and capacities to meet every requirement. Available with or without filter. Thanks
to their excellent design and sturdy
construction, "PINCO" dynamotors
will give years of smooth and quiet
service.
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE
Mall coupon for new "PINCO" dynamotor catalogue and data on latest

"PS". "CS",

and

"TS" dynamotors.

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR CORPORATION
466 W. SUPERIOR ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Export Address: 25 Warren St., N. Y., N. Y.
Cable: Simontrice

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR CORPORATION
Dept. R -4C, 466 West Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois
'PINCO" Silver
Band Dynamotor Catalogue.

Without obligation kindly send me
Name
Address

City
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State

L_Shièld

+33VV
+3V...1.
+90V.

ld _box-

and
and
and
and

Stand
Stand
Stand
Stand
Stand, alone

Mic.
Mic.
Mic.
Mic.

$30.00
30.00
32.50
27.50
10.00

-,

`'-'
,

Locher
Tube

.0001mfd..

Type 0Z46-

Módel T

sparkcoil

Schematic wiring diagram of simple,
portable device for detecting lost
raidum. The unit is battery operated and so far as is possible, uses
standard radio parts throughout in
its construction. Presence of radium
is indicated by the number of clicks
emanating from the lour speaker

Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc.
Dept. A-9 Youngstown, Ohio
Licensed Under

Brush Development Co. Patenta

and size radio batteries are used to
operate the amplifier. The high voltage supply necessary for the counter
tube is provided by means of a Ford
spark coil, a condenser, and cold cathode tube, the combination giving a
source of reasonably smooth direct current of practically any desired voltage.

The voltage of the high voltage supply
depends upon the adjustment of the
vibrator. Objectionable hum in the
loudspeaker is eliminated by properly
shielding and bonding the circuit as
indicated in the diagram. Cold cathode
tubes of the type OD4G connected in
series are used as the rectifier.
In use the instrument may be carried
about until a greater number of pulses
greater than normally due to cosmic
radiation is heard from the loudspeaker, or a count of the impulses for
several minutes in each location may
be made to determine the rapidity in
which the radium is lost. According
to the author, Doubling of the count
normally gotten from cosmic radiation
is regarded as the criterion of detection of radium. It is stated that 20
milligrams is detectable at about 135
ft. with no obstruction intervening.
The advantages of this simple application of the Geiger -Müller counter are
its portability, low cost, relatively good
sensitivity, and the availability of all
parts, except the counter tube.

A

New Group of

Direct -Indicating
Ohmmeters
Operating on the "Megger"
cross-coil true ohmmeter principle, these instruments require no
adjustment or compensation for
supply voltage. Switchboard and
bench types indicate to as low
as .001 ohm and to as high as
5000 megohms. They have many
valuable applications.
Please write for
descriptive Bulletin 1540-E

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.

p
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Versatile Level
Meter Used
at KMBC

ANACONDA ELECTRO
-DEPOSITED

(Continued from page 14)

Pure Copper

will read correctly when the 200,000
ohm input is bridged across a 500
ohm load. The range of the meter
in this condition is -18 to
65 db.
When bridged across loads different
from 500 ohms, a correction factor
must be applied. This factor is,

-

F=

10

Sheets

Stock widths 30"
or 60". .. and in
rolls of long lengths.
Thicknesses
ounce per square
foot
square foot a
to 5 ounces per
(pproximately .0015
inches to .007 inches).
NON -POROUS ...
RUST-PROOF
Practical uses for
Anaconda " lectro-Sheet"
new fields are innumerable
Copper in

log. (500/Rt)

-1

where Rt is the impedance of the load
across which the 200,000 ohm input
is bridged. It is of course, assumed
that the effect of the high input impedance of the meter in shunt with
the load impedance is negligible.
Hence, when bridged across 50 ohms,
the correction is plus 10 db and consequently this amount should be
added to all readings. The table of
Fig. 4 gives correction to be added
and the range of the instrument for
a few typical bridging conditions. If
desired, the table of Fig. 4 can be
extended, through the use of the
equation above, for other shunting
impedances.
The case of the instrument should
always be grounded at the terminal
provided to insure proper operation
when measuring very low levels.

Sampler upon request.

THE AMERICAN
BRASS COMPANY
Department "D4"
&NLO
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Waterbury, Conn.

38%31A

WITH

Calibration and Performance
Characteristics
Checks were made over a considerable period of time to determine how
well the instrument retained its calibration. The results indicate, that
provided a warming up period of
about 15 minutes is allowed for, the
instrument will always maintain its
calibration within a total error of 0.4
db. Considering that quite a few
carbon resistors were used this variation is to be expected. An error of
this magnitude is not very serious
in the applications for which this
instrument was designed. If, however, extreme accuracy is desired it
is a simple matter to check the instrument and bring it back to its
calibration by the adjustment of R3
and R,. In actual use over a long
period of time the device has performed extremely well and proved
very useful and dependable.
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ultra -sensitive
and
instruindicating
electrical
.
ments. D.C. Moving Coil
A.C. the Repulsion Type. Sizes
to 7".
Specify TRIPLETT for the finest,
most up-to-date instruments in
appearance, performance and
economy.
Sensitive

FAN TYPE

..

-2"

ROUND

SQUARE
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Here's the NEW, IMPROVED
1100 SERIES

of L

GOAT
...

of Goat

Tube Shields has greatly facilitated the development of this New Series.

We wish to acknowledge this cooperation which
has enabled us to incorporate important improvements in a design which has already been
accepted as basically sound.

FEATU RING:
Better Appearance
Sturdier Construction
Easier Assembly
Improved Grounding
Beaded Top
Complete Shielding
Greater Stability
Economy
Magnetic Shielding
Space Saving

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, INC., 314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
A DIVISION OF THE FRED GOAT CO., INC., EST. 1893

I
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DEVELOPMENT
`Rapid increase in the application of electronic
principles to industry requires constant development of
transformers having new characteristics for new services.
STANCOR today, as in the past, is eager to offer its
facilities and experience to any manufacturer of electronic equipment who requires economical solution of
his transformer problems.

ST

- :

C

STREET,

show the results obtained by using
two materials having compensating
coefficients of expansion in the construction of the plates, and spacers
between the plates. The two materials, invar and brass, were chosen
with the hope of obtaining a low
negative temperature coefficient.
Actual measurements show positive
but the low order of magnitude of
these results indicate that capacitors
can be compensated in this manner
to give negative coefficients provided
that the mechanical difficulties involved in obtaining proper bearing
surfaces, and insulating supports can
be overcome. Measurements on samples 6 and 7, (Table 1 and Fig. 6)
show the difference between the use
of a plate material with a very low
coefficient of expansion such as invar
and a material with a relatively high
coefficient of expansion such as
aluminum. Again improper bearing
and support design probably accounts
for the lack of a greater difference
in these two samples.
Measurements were made on two
types of coils (See Table 1, and Fig.
7). The curves in Fig. 7 were plotted as percent inductance change as
a function of time in order to point
out the erratic behavior of the ordinary coil in general use as compared with the fireplated type. The
fireplated inductor should have a
change of inductance proportional to
the coefficient of expansion of the
form on which it is wound. Measurements were made on only one sample
of this type and therefore are not

conclusive, but the curve (sample 1
Fig. 7) shows uniform change with
temperature and time, and indicates
that the use of a material such as
fused quartz for the form would
result in an extremely low tempera-

ture coefficient.

-cOR

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
850 BLACKHAWK

and

(Continued from page 21)

FORM FITTING TUBE SHIELD
to YOUR Specifications
The assistance rendered us by users

Measurements

CHICAGO

Accuracy and Observations

The calculation of the probable

error of measurement is based on a
temperature coefficient of 0.0001 per
cent per degree Centigrade and a
66
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MANUFACTURING REVIEW
News
+ The Thomas A. Edison medal of
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, highest honor in electrical engineering, was presented to Gano Dunn,
president of the J. G. White Engineering Corp. and head of Copper Union,
on Wednesday, Jan. 26. The award was
made at a ceremony featuring the
Institute's winter convention. Mr.
Dunn received the award "for distinguished contribution in extending
the science and art of electrical engineering, in the development of great
engineering work, and for inspiring
leadership in the profession."

+ Foreseeing an enlarging field of usefulness for electronic tubes, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co. has reorganized its manufacturing
facilities at Bloomfield, N. J., to form
the special product division, under the
management of H. J. Hoffman. According to an announcement by D. S.
Youngholms, vice-president, the new
division will embrace the design, manufacture and sale of electronic tubes.
It will also continue the manufacture
of a complete line of radio transmitting tubes as well as X-ray tubes, rectifiers, and other electronic devices for
industrial purposes.

+ A non-exclusive license was recently
granted to Heinz & Kaufman, Ltd., of
San Francisco, Calif., by the Radio
Corporation of America. The license
extends to various commercial radio
apparatus for use on ships and aircraft, and by the government.

+ General Charles

G. Dawes and Gano
Dunn, were elected to the board of
directors of the Radio Corporation of
America at the regular meeting of the
board held on Jan. 28. They fill the
vacancies due to the recent deaths of
Frederick Strauss and Newton D.
Baker. At the same time it was announced that Dr. James Rowland
Angell, former president of Yale University and now in charge of educational programs and development for
the N.B.C., was elected a director of
that company.

+ Leon Podolsky, has resigned his
position as research engineer of the
Wirt Co., Philadelphia, to become associated as research and sales engineer
of the Sprague Products Co., North

+ Although admitting unsatisfactory
business in the last quarter of 1937
due to the effects of the business recession which began late in September,
the annual report of the Hygrade Sylvania Corp., announces that 1937 was
the 21st consecutive year in which a
profit has been shown. Net income
amounted to $868,064, a decrease of
16 per cent from 1936 after all charges
and taxes. The number of tubes sold
in 1937 decreased 7 per cent from
those sold in 1936 as a result of the
business recession. During 1937 an increased amount of research work has
been done on tubes for television and
substantial progress has been made in
the development of cathode ray tubes.

+ Dr. Chauncey Guy Suits has been
chosen as America's outstanding young
electrical engineer for 1937 by Eta
Kappa Nu, Honorary Electrical Engineering Association. Dr. Suits was
selected from a list of sixty candidates
of less than 35 years of age, nominated
by leading industrialists and educators.

Adams, Mass.

+ In an advance statement made to
the stockholders of the Radio Corporation of America, an estimated profit
for 1937 of $9,000,000 was reported.
While the final audit is not yet completed, the preliminary estimate indicates an increase of approximately
$2,844,100 over the net profit of the
previous year.

+ Speech input equipment of new and
unusual design for broadcast station
WJR, Detroit, is being built on special
order by the Western Electric Co. The
new equipment has been designed by
Bell Laboratories Engineers to meet
the specifications of Mr. A. Friedenthal, in charge of studio facilities for
WJR.

+ Robert L. Barr, for several years an

Thorough evacuation in which the tubes are freed from contaminating gases
is an essential operation in the manufacture of gas filled as well as vacuum
tubes. Mr. W. A. Ruggles is shown operating the gas purification system
used in conjunction with exhaust equipment in the Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Co.
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executive with Clough-Brengle Co., announces the formation of the firm of
Lund & Barr, sales engineers, with
headquarters at 2815 W. 19th St., Chicago. The new firm will engage in
sales and consulting engineering, and
at the same time will represent
Clough-Brengle's test equipment and
Vocagraph sound system.
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Starting Condensers. A 4 page folder from P. R. Mallory & Co.,
Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., announces a
complete line of motor starting capacitors designed to service replacement
needs. More than 160 replacement
units are listed.
14. Motor

Catalog & Literature Service
Manufacturers' literature constitutes a useful
source of information. To make it easy to keep up
to date, "Electronics" will request manufacturers
to send readers literature in which they are interested.

15.

Cutting Blade. A 4 -page folder issued by the Musto-Keenan Co., 1801
South Soto St., Los Angeles, outlines
the advantages of a new blade devised

7. Switchgear. Bulletin 66 gives catalog information on metal enclosed
switch gear manufactured by the Delta Star Electric Co., 2400 Block Fulton
St., Chicago.

Pyranol Condensers. Two bulletins
of the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., describe pyranol condensers. One of these is Bulletin GEA 2021A dealing with condensers for radio
transmitters. The other is Bulletin
GEA -2621 giving characteristics of pyranol condensers for radio and x-ray

8. Raytheon Tubes. Tentative data
sheets have been issued by the Raytheon Production Corp., 55 Chapel St.,
Newton, Mass., on their type 6K8 triode-hexode frequency converter and
their type 6W7G pentode amplifier.

1.

for cutting non-metallic products.
2.

Transmitting Condensers. A single
page folder giving the characteristics
of transmitting condensers is available
from Bud Radio, Inc., 5205 Cedar Ave.,
9.

equipment and other d -c applications up
to 75,000 volts.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Marine Radiophone. An 8 -page
bulletin issued by the Western Electric
Co., 195 Broadway, New York, deals
with their type 224A, 50 -watt, two-way
marine radio telephone system.
3.

Machining Aluminum. A 32-page
illustrated booklet published by the
Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh, Pa., deals with machining alu-

Antenna Coupling Units. A single
page folder issued by Victor J. Andrew,
Chicago, Ill., and known as Bulletin 816
describes coupling units for shunt excited radiators. Bulletin 72 describes
coaxial cable.
11.

minum and aluminum alloys.

Rotary Switches. Single and multiple point, multipoint rotary switches
suitable for instrument use are described in Bulletin No. 500 of the Shall cross Manufacturing Co., Collingdale,
Pa.
5.

29

30

NAME

4
18

5
19

"U. S. Royal Cords
and Cables", an illustrated wire manual
designed to provide electrical engineers
and others with wire and cable data
and specifications, has been announced
by the Wire Division, United States
Rubber Products, Inc., 1790 Broadway,
New York.
17. Screws, Bolt, Nuts. The 1938 catalog of 108 pages recently released by
the Pheoll Manufacturing Co., 5700

Roosevelt Rd., Chicago, gives complete
specifications on their standard threaded
products.

Insulator Data Book. The 1938 engineering data book issued by the
Spaulding Fibre Co., 310 Wheeler St.,
Tonowanda, N. Y., gives electrical and
mechanical specifications of the wide
range of Spaulding insulation products
which are available.

13. Auto Radios. The 1938

20. Light Dimmers. A new light dimmer for use in theatres and similar
installations, is described in bulletin 76
of the Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

catalog of
automobile radio receivers and accessory equipment has been released by the
Galvin Manufacturing Corp., 4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago.

March

Please request manufacturers to send me, without obligation,
literature identified by numbers circled below.
3
17

16. Wire Cable.

12.

ELECTRONICS
330 W. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

2
16

manufacture.

19. Resistance Devices. Bulletin No. 835
issued by the Shallcross Manufacturing
Co., Collingdale, Pa., describes decade
potentiometers and resistance boxes
covering a wide range of resistance
values.

Condenser Manual. A new edition
of the Industrial Capacitor Manual is
now offered by the Aerovox Corp., 70
Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

6.
Radio Hardware. Bulletin No. 50
of the Federal Sales Co., 26 So. Jefferson St., Chicago, lists a complete line
of radio hardware for manufacturers,
parts jobbers, servicemen, etc.

1

Bulletins recently re-

18.

Hardness Meter. A folder describing their Brinnell hardness meter
is available from Louis C. Eitzen Co.,
280 Broadway, New York.
10.

4.

15

Phototubes.

ceived from the Continental Electric
Co., Geneva, Ill., and available for distribution includes a single page folder
on Cetron mercury rectifiers: form PT3
a general bulletin on photoelectric devices; form PC -2, giving the characteristics of a wide variety of Cetron
phototubes; and form TV -2 dealing with
a vacuum gage suitable for use in tube

6

7

8

9

20

21

22

23

10
24

11

12

13

25

26

27

TITLE

14
28

21. Electronic Welding Control. Ways
of increasing profits with improved
welding qualities are suggested in a

booklet, "New Profits from
Resistance Welding with Ignitron Split Second Control," issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
12 -page

22. Graph Sheets. An 88 -page booklet,

illustrated in color, describes graph
sheets, and various types of coordinate
paper and cloth. A fairly large part
of the book is devoted to the proper
use of various types of coordinate ruling. The book is published by Keuffel &
Esser Co., 127 Fulton St., New York.
23. Push -Button Switches. The new
line of multiple push-button switcho
manufactured by the P. R. Mallory &
Co., Inc., Indianapolis, is described in
Form Y-606. Mallory condensers are
described in another publication, Form
M-801.
(Continued on page 71)

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Literature

RELAYS
ANY

Electric Cable. "Anaconda Cross way Cable" is the title of the 16 -page
booklet, No. C-40, issued by the Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., 25 Broadway,
New York. The bulletin describes applications, and electrical and physical
properties of parkway cable.
24.

FOR

INDUSTRIAL
REQUIREMENTSeries

Sensitive Relays. Bulletin 251 issued by the Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., lists about thirty
sensitive relays for operation on direct
and alternating current. The relays are
available in sensitivities down to about
1 milliampere.
25.

AQA

lay equipped

Re-

wit

h

Mounting Bracket,
Cover Guide, and
Cover. A standard
model for general
uses where requirements call for rapid
switching of one or
more circuits.

Composition Fixed Resistors. An
illustrated booklet in color, issued by Centralab, Inc., 900 East Keefe
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., contains considerable information on carbon composition fixed resistors. The publication is entitled "Engineering Data,
26.

8 -page

The Automatic Electric line of
and delayed action types, sensitive
mechanical locking types, polarized
with any contact combination and
or A.C. circuits of any voltage.

Centralab Fixed Resistors," Form 647.

Wind -Operated
Charger.
The
Wincharger Corp., Sioux City, Iowa,
has published a 4 -page bulletin entitled
"Around the World with Wincharger,"
outlining the advantages of their wind driven battery chargers.
27.

Electrical Iron. A 12 -page folder
iron for electrical purposes is
issued by the Swedish Iron & Steel
Corp., 17 Battery Pl., New York City.

28.

on

29.

Receiver Components.

Write for complete illustrated catalog of relays, stepping
switches, electric counters, solenoids, keys, and other
electrical control accessories. Address American Automatic Electric Sales Company, 1033 W. Van Buren St.,
Chicago.

AUTO

MATI[ 4m ELECTRIC

CONTROL

AND SIGNALING

EQUIPMENT

Two bulle-

tins on receiving equipment are available from the J. W. Miller Co., 5917 So.
Main St., Los Angeles. One of these
describes a band pass tuned radio frequency coil kit. The other bulletin
deals with wave traps.
Amplifier for D -C Circuit. An
amplifier having an output of 10 watts,
utilizing four 25L6 metal tubes, and
suitable for operation from the direct
current line is described in bulletin
PA -15 of the Jefferson Electric Co.,

frequency Measuring Service

woof

Many stations find this exact measuring service of great value for routine observation of
transmitter performance and for accurately
calibrating their own monitors.

30.

MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year

R.C.A. COMMUNICATIONS Inc.

Bellwood, Ill.

Commercial Dept.
A
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New Products
Precision Condensers
AN ENTIRELY NEW type of precision condenser for radio production purposes is
announced by the F. W. Sickles Co.,

Springfield, Mass. This condenser uses
a conducting film of silver chemically
deposited on thin sheets of mica. Connection to the film is by means of silver-plated terminal clips which are
pressed down over the ends of the
mica. As a result of this construction,
the capacitance is maintained constant
throughout the life of the condenser.
Adjustment of capacitance is accomplished by removing the amount of silver deposit.

ELECTRONICS

relays includes quick
and heavy duty types,
relays, etc. Available
for operation on D.C.

-
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

BROAD STREET

NEW YORK, N.

Y.

CETILO11t
Photo cells, mercury vapor rectifiers, vacuum
gauges (Perani type), vacuum power switches
and other vacuum products.
Research and production divisions equipped for
development and production of your special
vacuum product requirements.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO.
HAMILTON STREET

GENEVA, ILLINOIS
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One of many ALLIED Installations in
well-known professional Recording Studios

Triode Hexode Converter
i A multi-unit, all -metal vacuum tube

incorporating a triode and a hexode
unit in the same envelope, and known
as the RCA -6K8 was announced during February by the RCA Manufacturing Co., Harrison, N. J. The tube is
intended primarily for use as a converter in the superheterodyne receivers, especially those of the all -wave
type. The heater of the tube operates
at 0.3 amperes at 6.3 volts. Maximum
plate voltages of the hexode and triode
portions are 250 volts and 200 volts,
respectively. The screen of the hexode
operates at 100 volts maximum, with
a minimum grid bias of 3 volts.

y..

Power Tubes
Four Allied Recorders in the studio of Sound Reproduction Corp., New York City.

Experience proved to this wellknown studio that they can depend
on Allied Recording Equipment to
give them that degree of operating
reliability so necessary to meet their
high standard of recording results.

finest recording results,
For

use

Allied

"CLEEN -CUT,
Blanks.

ALLIED RECORDING

Foux NEW type RK tubes for use as
power amplifiers, oscillators, or frequency multipliers have been announced
by the Raytheon Production Corp., 55
Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
The RK-11 is a trade power amplifier having an amplification factor of
20. It is designed for use as a power
amplifier, oscillator, or frequency multiplier.

PRODUCTS CO.

126 W. 46th St., New York. N. Y.
Cable Address: All record

WAXES COMPOUNDS VARNISHES

for ELECTRICAL INSULATION
Zophar offers prompt service on Insulating Compounds for
a wide variety of electrical applications, including:
. insulation
for CONDENSERS, TRANSFORMERS, COILS, power
packs, pot heads, sockets, wiring devices, wet and dry batteries, etc.
Also WAX SATURATORS for braided wire and tape. WAXES for
radio parts.
Special compounds made to your order.

ZOPHAR MILLS
INC.
Brooklyn,
i

130 -26th St.
FOUNDED 1846

N. Y.

E...ALLITE
the

SUPERIOR

Contact

for

ENDURANCE

DEPENDABILITY
TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM CONTACTS
PRECIOUS METAL CONTACTS

CALLITE PRODUCTS DIVISION
EISLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION

544- 39th STREET

72

UNION CITY, N.

Gammatron
HK -54 Gammatron manufactured by Heinz & Kaufman, South San
Francisco, Calif., is a general purpose
triode suitable for use as a class B or C
amplifier, frequency modulator, oscillator in circuits intended for operation
at high frequency. The amplification
factor is 27, plate impedance 7,500
ohms, and normal plate dissipation is
50 watts. The filament operates at 5
volts and 5 amperes.
THE TYPE

and

Made to your
specifications

The RK -12 is a zero bias modulator
tube having low distortion even at 100
watts. Like the RK -11, the RK-12 has
a power output of 55 watts.
The RK -51 is a triode power amplifier, oscillator or frequency multiplier
with an amplification factor of 20 and
a rated power output of 170 watts.
The RK -52, is a triode having a
power output of 135 watts, a high amplification factor, and operates with
zero grid bias.

J.
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Ball Microphone

Gas Tubes

HOUSED IN a spherical metal case 3 in.
in diameter, having an impedance of
approximately 50,000 ohms, or 200
ohms, with a flat frequency response
from 30 to 10,000 cycles, the ball microphone of the Transducer Corp., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York City, has
recently been announced. Sensitivity
52 db.
of the microphone is

Two gas type tubes of new design have
been recently introduced by Eitel and
McCullough Inc., San Bruno, Cal. One
of these, the Eimac type KY -21 tube,
is a mercury vapor triode suitable for
use as a rectifier and power control
tube. The tube permits of the control
of 5 kw. of power (3,500 volts at 1.5
amperes) by a negligible power expenditure in the grid circuit. The fila-

-

Marking Materials
A fluorescent chalk which glows with
a strong green light, is visible at a
distance, and which marks like

ment operates at 10 amperes and 2A
volts. The peak inverse voltage is
11,000, and the peak plate current is 3
amperes.
The other gas tube is the type
RX-21 mercury vapor rectifier, with
a filament operating at 2.5 volts and
10 amperes, the peak inverse voltage
is 11,000 and the peak plate current is
3 amperes. Both tubes are similar in
appearance, although the illustration
shows the mercury vapor triode.

ordinary chalk under normal light, has
been developed recently by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. The company has also developed ink for marking on glass, porcelain, and metal. Triode-Heptode Converter
Glass marking inks in black, white and
THE KEN -RAD TUBE & LAMP CORP.,
silver are available.
Owensboro, Ky., has developed a triodeheptude converter type tube which will
be known as the type 6J8G. This tube
is designed especially for converter operation in high frequency receivers and
incorporates a triode oscillator and a
multi-grid mixer within a single envelope. In specially designed circuits,
this tube features higher conversion
gain with low frequency drift as a
result of terminal voltage variation.

Photocell

VISASIG
full automatic

this Toulmin book can
help you. Don't just THINK you
have a patentable invention
.
KNOW! Learn when Design is
NOT Invention.
EVERY DAY

..

An opportunity is lost-because somebody
lacked clear understanding of the true characteristics of Invention. Time and money are wasted
-on an "invention" which could never satisfy
the legal definition of the term. EVERY manufacturer might profitably know MORE about the
essential principles
of Patentable Invention.
INVENTION AND THE LAW answers the various perplexing questions as to what is, and what
is not-patentable invention.

A dry disc self -generating photocell
Complete, Clear, Accurate
of the blocking layer type, mounted
a clear statement of the RULES on
Gives
you
in a one-piece molded bakelite housing
and provided with prongs to fit a each invention question. It summarizes the findstandard 4 -pin radio socket has been ings of the Federal courts-classified for ready

reference. Two outstanding sections in particular:
What Is Invention and What is Not Invention
make the work invaluable.

Radio Telegraph Recorder

The author presents the Background of Invention, the Characteristics of Invention, How Invention Is Determined, what you must do to determine the patentability of inventions, invention rules in other countries, etc., etc.

FOR COMMERCIAL AND AMATEUR USE
I

Let this Great
Book Save You
Time and Money

cent's worth of tape records over 3,000 words

Model VI-B-Semi-Professional

List $75.00

5

Model V-5-Professional High Speed

List $175.00
Prices FOB New York

City

Write for Full Particulars
UNIVERSAL SIGNAL APPLIANCES
Department E
New York City
64 West 22nd Street

ELECTRONICS
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Days' Free Approval

Let us send you a copy of INVENTION AND
THE LAW and decide its value for yourself.
No obligation to buy unless you want to keep
it-after examination. The price postpaid is
only $5.00.

placed on the market by the Hickok
Electrical Instrument Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. The active surface is 1e1 in. in
diameter. The sensitivity is approximately 6 microamperes per foot candle.

PRENTICE-HALL, Inc.
70

Fifth Ave.

Dept. 1P-27
New York, N. Y.
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Photoelectric Control

f011O/BAt
BIAPHITE..

manufactured by Photo Switch, Inc., 21 Chestnut St., Cambridge, Mass., is a photoelectric control
designed expressly for industrial purposes. It is simple in design, rugged
PHOTO SWITCH,

in construction, and both the control
and light source are furnished in

weatherproof housing suitable for installation in any factory location. Provides control in less than 1/30 second
and operates from 150 -volt line, a.c.
011V0V

1110111100JOIV

for

single or multiple sections to operate
at voltages up to 1,000 volts d -c.

UTILITY
Graphite deposits Formed with
"Aquadag" Brand colloidal graphite in
water serve efficiently as electrostatic
shields For electronic devices. If, for
example, external fields from nearby
induction coils or similar apparatus are
troublesome during experimental work
with certain sensitive types of amplifiers and mercury vapor tubes, an overall conductive graphite Film is useful.
Permanent grounding connection is
made by arrang;ng a loop of wire or
strip of metal about the device before
coating is formed (A).
e
In the
illustration, (B) shows the manner of
forming a glass -rubber tube connection with conductive graphite films.
Also, films of colloidal graphite on
the glass surfaces of high -vacuum
apparatus make contact to vacuum condensed substances (C). e When
it is inconvenient to prepare metal
strips as guard rings to fit closely
both interior and exterior glass tube
dimensions, the application of concentrated graphite dispersed in water
is successful (D).

ACHESON

tor,

hz4=11

.

74

MICHIGAN

of recording.

eANGERTONEs INC.
201 Verona AYc.,Newark

J.

Standard Resistors
A NEW 1 OHM resistance standard has
been announced by the Leeds & Northrup Co., 4908 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, for use as a precision standard.
The units are a modification of the
Thomas type of standard developed at
the National Bureau of Standards. The

ÍJÌJÌ

C ` O ,

J

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

P-1...

watt
Type BP ...10 watt
Type VP ... 20 watt
Type

5

POWER

RESISTORS

HIGH IN QUALITY

ACCURATE

COMPACT

ECONOMICAL
Adaptable to applications such as public address amplifiers, midget, auto, and airplane
radio sets, replacements or wherever low
price, without sacrifice of quality and accuracy
is required.

standards are adjusted in terms of the

27o.

COLLOIDS CORPORATION

PORT HURON

Compact Paper Condenser
A compact paper condenser 21 in. long
and 1k in. in diameter has been developed by the Tobe Deutschmann, Inc.,
Canton, Mass. This type condenser is
supplied in various capacitances and

0100

Send for Bulletins t r, 31,

or d.c.

are cutting acetate recordings
for the major radio stations
and recording Studios
40db. signal-to-noise ratio
at the lowest cost per hour

absolute ohm which will become effective Jan. 1, 1940. Certificates may be
obtained from the National Bureau of
Standards giving the value of the particular standards, to one part in a million, in terms of the ohm as maintained
by the Bureau.

Enamel wire wound; coated with ceramic insulation and baked at low temperatures; ter-

minals hard soldered to windings.
Accuracy 2%; can be supplied in 1% accuracies at slight additional cost. Write for prices
and details.

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
332 Badger Avenue
NEWARK
NEW JERSEY
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Aircraft Transmitters
A

NEW

MODEL

aircraft transmitter,

type 17D, having an output of 100 or
175 watts, with a frequency range of
from 2,800 to 12,000 kilocycles is announced by the Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The transmitter

weighs approximately 60 lb. complete
with tubes and crystals, but without
dynamotor. Any of ten carrier frequencies can be selected in 3i seconds,
through the use of a dial tuning

arrangement.

Transmitting Condensers
A NEW junior line of transmitting condensers for amateur and commercial
work has been announced by Bud Radio,
Inc., 5205 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
In order to conserve weight and space,
brass stator and rotor plates are soldered to their respective shafts, permitting a permanent low resistance
connection.

On thicknesses 1/16" to 1/8" inclusive Dilecto XPLW has a remarkably
low Power Factor of .0215 to .025
measured at 106 cycles per second
-and if does not increase more than
10% after 48 hours' immersion in

water at 68" F. Dielectric Strength,
volts per mil, tests 450/650. Dielectric Constant, measured at 106 cycles
per second is 5.0/5.5 XPLW has
good machining qualities-is readily

fabricated. Send for samples.

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE COMPANY
NEWARK, DELAWARE
Represented in Canada by Diamond -State Fibre Co. of Canada. Ltd., Toronto and Montreal

Miniature Condensers
A MICA CONDENSER molded in bakelite,
in ranges of from 2.5 to 50 micro farads and known as type GL condensers has been placed on the market
by the Micamold Radio Corp., 1087
Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Neutralizing Condenser
A NEW VERSION of their neutralizing
condenser for use in power circtits is

a quality product made by controlled,
precise laboratary methods.
- - -

Barex Embedded Getters are checked and
tested at every step in production and under
actual tube manufacturing conditions to in.
sure the reliab_e reputation they hold in the
radio tube industry.

KING LABORATORIES, INC.
announced by the National Company of
Malden, Mass.

ELECTRONICS

-
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SYRACUSE, N. Y.

,

.

Deflecting Yoke
the Kenyon
Barry St.,
New York, their deflecting yoke type
T-700 is designed for use with cathode
ray tubes of the electromagnetic deflection type. The yoke may be used on
RECENTLY INTRODUCED by

Transformer

Co., Inc., 840

.
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tubes operating at plate voltages
of 6,000. Type T-111 high frequency
sweep output transformer also recently
introduced is available for the production of a linear deflection with magnetically deflected cathode ray tubes.
9 -in,
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Megohni Meter

see. oet

a

DESCRIPTIVE

I'

WILLIAM BRAND

&

MODEL megohm meter, type DM,
which may also be used as a portable
a -c and d -c voltmeter with a range
of 600 volts has been placed on the
market by Herman H. Sticht & Co., 27
Park Pl., New York City. A 500 -volt
generator is employed and resistances
from 0 to 100 megohms may be
measured.

A NEW

£RATURE AND SAMPLES WRITE DEPARTMENT 203

COMPANY

RELAYS

N,..fYorkhNrY

FEATURING The New "PRECISION"

SERIES
22 RANGE
A

BY

217 N. Desploines S1.
Chicago, Ill.

840

Electric Furnace Control

P

MULTI -TESTER

Designed for Laboratory,
Production use.

Engineering

an indicating potentiometric controller with detection
of the position of a light beam reflected from a mirror galvonometer
through the use of a phototube,
throttling control of electric furnaces
and ovens is available. With this
automatic controller, manufactured by
THROUGH THE USE of

and

FOR GENERAL ELECTRONIC
AND
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Where a semi -sensitive instrument is
required, the Model 2-A relay, operating on only 12 milliwatts D.C. controls
150 watts non -inductive load at 115
volts A.C.
For heavier duty, the Model M relay,
operating on 50 milliwatts, controls
one kilowatt non-inductive load at 115
volts A.C.
Each of these relays has a single pole,
double throw contact circuit, that of
the M relay being integral with a
Tobe Mu -Switch.
Mounting and connection of SIGMA
relays are simultaneously accomplished by plugging the relay base
pins into a standard five prong tube
socket.
LIST PRICES

Model 2-A Model M
100 to 2000 ohm fields
5000 and 8000 ohm fields

$5.00
$5.50

$7.00
$7.50

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.

A.C.-D.C. Volt-Ohm-Decibel-Milliammeter

SPECIFICATIONS
D.C.
from -10 to plus 63
from
DB.
Large 41/7" square
0 to 2500 volts at
meter, D'Arsonval
1000 ohms per volt.
type
2% accuracy.
3 Resistance ranges
Wire wound shunts
from 0 to 10 megmatched multiand
ohms.
pliers of I% tolerD.C. Current
ance
to maintain
ranges from 0 to I
extreme accuracy.
ampere.
Compact in size
Decibel ranges
9x 10 x 6.

5 A.C. and
*
Voltage Ranges

*

*
*

*4

*

*5

Price

and Test Leads

Write for Catalog 38-E describing the
and other "Precision" test equipment.

840

P

TERM NEL

388 TRAPELO ROAD

BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS

76

80

CORTIAND! STREET,

NEW

YORK,

N

Y.

the C. J. Tagliabue Mfg. Co., Park &
Nostrand Aves., Brooklyn, N. Y., the
heat supply is made to vary inversely
as the temperature. A safety feature
of this electric controller is that the
power is shut off when the lamp burns
out.
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Power Level Indicator
audio frequency signals a line of miniature
power level indicators has been developed by the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. The
FOR MEASURING LEVELS of

PROFESSIONAL

Compressed Oras
Condenser 174
TYPE

SERVICES
Rates on Application

ELECTRICAL TESTING
LABORATORIES
Characteristics and
Life Teats of Vacuum Tubes

Testa of photo cells, glow lamps, crater lampa,
Tests of electronic and optical devices.

80th Street and East End Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Phone: Butterfield 8-2600

THAD.

R.

GOLDSBOROUGH

REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY

Patent and Trademark Soliciting
Consulting Service
Patent Sale and License Negotiations
201-205 McLachlen Building
Washington, D. C.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
AMERICAN CONSULTING ENGINEERS TO
FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS
Specifications
Designs

Electrolytles
Transmitters
630 Fifth Avenue

Resistors

Tubes

Receivers
New York, N. Y.

Cable:-Interengin,

New York

HAROLD J. McCREARY
Rem. A.LE.E.

&

W.S.E.

Consulting Engineer

105

Research
Development
Design
Factory Practise
Patent Studies
W. Adams St. Phone

Electronics
Television
Radio
Railroad Signaling
Telephony
STAte 4003 Chicago. III.

RADIO DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH

CORP.

This model
is 500 mmf.

unit makes use of a dry rectifier and
d'Arsonval meter movement. All indi10
cators have scales marked from
to + 6 db., although other ranges can

-

be provided.

Sound Reproducing System
A NEW SOUND reproducing system manufactured by the Sound Apparatus Co.,
150 W. 46th St., New York City, hav-

ing a frequency response characteristic
flat from 40 to 8,000 cycle uses a lateral
cut recording system with a dynamic
pick-up. Power consumption is 80
watts at 110 volts, 60 cycles.

Height 28"

these UNIQUE compressed gas
condenser A1DVANTAGES

INVESTIGATE

FOUR CAPACITIES: 250, 500,1000 and 1500 mmf.
40,000 and 32,000 rms workTWO RATINGS
ing volts.
External, continuously variCONTROL

able.
Lower than equivalent air
condensers.
Lower distributed inductance,
complete shielding.

LOSSES

ALSO

SOUTH

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO

U.S.A.

Speaker Enclosures
and auditorium
speakers are announced by the Jensen
Radio Manufacturing Co., 5601 So.
Laramie Ave., Chicago. The enclosures
are shipped knocked down and all that
is necessary to do is to set up the enclosure and put the speaker into place.
ENCLOSURES FOR 18-in.

POSITIVE
PROTECTION

Engineering Service
Electronic & Radio Products
in solving your engineering Problems.
Amateur
Amplifiers,
Transmitters,
Equipment Designed and Constructed
45 Street, New York City. N. Y.
We specialize

145

West

Air-tight Capacitators
DESIGNED TO OPERATE under any humidity and temperature condition, a special test given to the type BH dykanol
condenser manufactured by the CornellDubilier Electric Corp., calls for im-

PROFESSIONAL
ASSISTANCE

For Your Power Tubes. These light
duty overload trip relays have a wide
field of use as safety devices on elecironic apparatus.
Operation is unusually dependable. Scores of nationally known concerns rely on Leach

in the solving of your most

difficult problems in the
highly specialized field of
electronic devices is offered by
consultants whose cards appear on this page.

ELECTRONICS
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Relays for protection.

Leach Relay Company
5915 Avalon Boulevard,
Los Angeles, Calif.

.

....

...e`er c

mersion under boiling water for a minimum period of 15 min. The type BH
series is available in a capacity range
of from 0.05 to 2 microfarads, at voltages of 400, 600 and 1,000 volts, d.c.
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RHEOSTAT
CONSTRUCTION
which has been so widely accepted
now includes a 300 watt size.
This exclusive design embodies:
1. Porcelain -vitreous enamel con-

TYPE

®

E-300

300 WATTS

NFPJW.

i

IN

Electrical Measurements
By FRANK A. LAWS, Late Professor of

Electrical Engineering,
setts Institute
of
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1938. (Price $6.00, 739
illustrations.)

Massachu-

Technology.
New York,
pages, 476

Laws' "Electrical Measurements" has been "a comstruction.
pendium of information on the subject of electrical measurements and, at
2. Completely enclosed contact
the same time, a textbook suitable for
system with spiral connector,
use by undergraduate students in techand other schools." The soundresulting in but one wiping nical
ness with which the book has been
member.
written is indicated by the fact that
it is familiar in practically all schools
3. Circuit elements insulated from
of electrical engineering, and in the
further fact that in its fundamental
all other metal parts.
treatment and arrangement, the sec4. Ruggedly constructed for deond edition differs little from the first.
New material developed during the
pendability and long life.
past two decades has of course been
included, and the second edition is
May we send you literature on
somewhat larger and more extensive
than the first.
our Rheostats and Resistors?
The new edition is a general text on
electrical measurements, and does not
contain the emphasis on communication subjects which other recently
PENNINGTON STREET -NEWARK, N.J. written books do. But in the field which
it aims to cover, it is comprehensive,
complete, carefully and accurately prepared, and contains sufficient of the
background material to make evident
the development of the art.-B.D.
FOR TWENTY-ONE YEARS,

Inc.

HARDWICK, HINDLE
136

NEW BOOKS

CUSTOM BUILT
PRECISION

GAIN

S E

T

This new equipment assures a practically perfect
measurement of amplifiers and associated apparatus.
It may also be used as a laboratory standard for
decibel measurements. Precision and simplicity of
operation have been definitely achieved.
Unit consists of 2 balanced H input attenuators,
one 9 DB in steps of DB and one 911 DB in steps
of 10 DB. A matching pad is switched by a key.
Can be switched from an H to a T circuit.
Write for detailed in format

Principles of Radio

I

CINEMA ENGINEERING CO.
7606

SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

a
complete
line of all types of bridges for
all purposes. High
Special remeter multipliers.
lays, transformers, and measuring devices for electric and
sound equipment.

voltage

BLILEY QUARTZ CRYSTALS
for Ultra HIGH FREQUENCIES
-

New low prices are now effective on crystal units suitable for
frequency doubling and quadrupling to the ultra -high frequencies between 30 Mc. and 40 Mc. Write for bulletin P-4.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PENNA.
78

(Third Edition)

Manufacturers of

By KEITH HENNEY. (John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. 1938, 495 pages, price
$3.50.)
THE FIRST EDITION of this book appeared eight years ago. In this time numerous printings and three editions
have appeared. Not a printing has
been made without change to keep the
text alive and up to date. Originally
aimed at the reader who had to study
without the benefit of an instructor, it
has, nevertheless, found its way into
many trade schools and indeed into some
colleges. The approach is, in general,
non -mathematical. The book serves as
an introductory text to the engineering
underlying radio reception and trans-

mission.
The new edition contains new material and has lost material that is no
longer pertinent to the new art. There
are many problems and numerous experiments, all endeavoring to acquaint
the student with the apparatus and
values of circuit constants he will find
in practice.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Electronics theory
aussi applications
at 'our fingertips

(Classified Advertising)

EMIP

RESALE
USEDMENT
B SNESS /IOPPORTUNITIESI
DISPLAYED
-RATESUNDISPLAYED
Individual Spaces with border rules for prominent
$2.00
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WORD.
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3

2
4

Box Numl:ess-Care of publication New York, Chicago or San Francisco offices count as 10 words.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made In

5.50
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7
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columns -30 Inches to a page. Contract rates on request.
to
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IN
>yûUSTRY

'.iDáirx

POSITIONS WANTED

LICENSED FIRST CLASS radio telegraph and
radio telephone operator with passenger ship
and yacht experience desires position ashore
in airport, broadcast or other station; anywhere. PW-144, Electronics, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York City.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER-B.E.E. and M.S.
in Physics: 14 years extensive experience in
vacuum tube design, development and research.
His responsibilities in personnel supervision,
industrial applications and commercial contacts has developed mature ability to meet all
problems. PW-145. Electronics, 330 West 42nd
Street. New York City.

The Library of
ELECTRONICS

WANTED

FUNDAMENTAL laws and principles-theoretical discussions-tube and cirdiagrams and data
cuit descriptions
practical applications
design information

--

-

-a
modern reference and special -study
library of electronics for the industrial

ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in
the field served by Electronics can be
quickly located through bringing it to the
attention of thousands of men whose interest
is assured because this is the business paper

they read.

-

engineer, communications man, and physicist
brought to you in this newly
assembled group of five authoritative and
detailed volumes.

5 volume's, 2212 pp., 1106 illus-

tration'

1.

Eastman's

FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM

TUBES
2.

Koller's

PHYSICS OF ELECTRON TUBES

3. Hughes and DuBridge's PHOTOELECTRIC
PHENOMENA
4.
5.

Clark's APPLIED X-RAYS
Hennev's ELECTRON TUBES

IN INDUSTRY

Books selected by specialists of the McGraw-Hill
Publications to give the broadest view, a detailed
coverage, of advanced electronics engineering.
Replete with the sort of information to which
you will refer often in both ordinary and special
work. A thousand pages on electronics applications in industry and technology.

Special Low Price and Easy Terms
Bought singly, the five volumes comprising
this library would cost you $22.00. Under this
offer you save $2.50 and, in addition, have the
privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $3.50, 10 days after receipt of the
books, and $4.00 monthly thereafter. Already
these books are recognized as standard works
that you are bound to require sooner or later.
Take advantage of these convenient terms to
add them to your library now.

PRODUCTS

HYDE TECHNICAL LABORATORIES
1140 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

GLASSBLOWERS
Manufacturers of rare gas production
items. High vacuum glass apparatus.
Special apparatus to blueprints.
Hudson Brothers Mfg. Co., Inc.
Union City, N. J.

53941 Forty -Second Street

ELECTRONICS

-
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FOR

OUR

LIBERTY AVE.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
963

1938 CATALOG

C$RDI O
WRITE

TWELFTH

30

ST.

WHEELING, W. VA.

Diffusion Pumps
Nonex, Pyrex Glass
Stopcocks
Metal Seals

Hillside, N.

750 S. 13th St.

ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT

A complete line of equipment for the manufacture
of Radio Tubes, Neon Tubes, Incandescent Lamps.
etc.
Write for Bulletin showing savings from 25 to 75%

EISLER ELECTRIC CORP.

534 39th Street, Union City, N. J.

ELECTRON

la ed au
X -Ray Assemblies

Electronic Devices
Cathode Ray
Special Stems
Lime. Lead Glass
Scientific Apparatus

DEPENDABLE
New and Used

HIGH GRADE NEW AND USED

GLASS BLOWING
Pyrex Seals

MILLIONS
r

RADIO

Established 1919

Equipment
Has Produced

Company
L 3-38
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)

OF

of Ultra Violet Equipment.

CHAS. EISLER'S

Position

CHICAGO, ILL.

Built to your specifications. We
number among our customers
America's largest manufacturers

Address
City and State

COMPANY

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED

Precision Electrical Instrument Co.
561 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Name

SALES

or Glass ApparatusGaseous Discharge Tubes of all
descriptions.

J.

Meters repaired, made more serviceable.
Conversion to higher sensitivity as high
as 10 microamperes for Weston type I
or 24-57.
Sensitive vacuum thermo-couples
For Sale used Weston panel meters.
Rawson microammeters, Brown pyroReasonable Prices
meters.

Send me The Library of Electronics 5 vols., for
10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I
will send $3.50, plus few cents postage, and $4.00
monthly till $19.50 is paid, or return books postpaid.
(We pay postage on orders accompanied
by remittance of first installment.)

FEDERAL
26 S. Jefferson St.

Quartz

WAserly G-0253

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

v. d.c.

These counters have many applications in photoelectric cell work, broadcasting stations, and industrial uses. Original cost $6.50; while limited
stock lasts, $2.00 each; 3 for $5.00. C.O.D.
only. Perfect Bond. guaranteed or money refunded.

DISTRIBUTORS

200 Pennsylvania Avenue

SEND THIS ON -APPROVAL COUPON

counters-I300 ohm 24-48

New four-wheel

QUARTZ

TECHNICAL GLASS LABORATORY

i

SOLENOID COUNTERS

TUBE

EQUIPMENT

Huge Stock of Equipment of
Every Type and Variety

RAILLE ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Specialists in Equipment and Methods for the
Manufacture of Neon Tubes, Radio Tubes, Incandescent Lamps, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes, etc.
941 DeMott St., North Bergen, N. J.

VACUUM

THERMOCOUPLES

Heater and Contact Types,
Mounted and Unmounted
Ranges from 1 Milliamp and up
Write for Bulletin "A"
American Electrical Sales Co. Inc.
Separate

65-67 E. 8th St., New York, N. Y.

FOREMOST IN THE ELECTRONICS FIELD
FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

Ch.art,o Eisler's equipment for the production of 'mho and electronic tubes, incandescent lamps, X-ray and cathode ray tubes, photo -electric cells, tnercury switches,
and rwon signs has met the severest demands of industry in operating at the
lowest cost and the highest efficiency. If you are in the market for any of this
or allied equipment including electric spot welders up to 250 KVA, butt, and
arc welders, get in touch with us.
Write for our "college and glass working

laboratory units" catalog if interested in equipment for instruction purposes.

(Near Avon Ave.)

EISLER ENGINEERING CO.

Newark, N. I.

79

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

"Bridge -type"
construction
-without the
"bridge-type" price!
is it necessary to
NO
pay a high price for panel instruments with the much -desired, bridge -type construction and
soft iron pole pieces. Simpson Panel
Instruments are the only instruments
on the market incorporating these
first essentials of accuracy and
permanency at prices no higher than
you have formerly paid for lust the
ordinary run of panel instruments.
This new value in electrical metering is the outgrowth of broad experience in instrument building given
the impetus of new organization and
new production methods.
Behind
Simpson Instruments is Ray R. Simpson, formerly president of Jewell Electrical
Instrument Company, and
collaborating with him in the design
and production of this modern line
of Simpson Instruments are many of
the men who were his co-workers
in establishing the Jewell reputation
for precision and ruggedness in elecLONGER

trical instruments.
To know the amazing value of this
modern line, you must see it. Whether
you use meters for original equipment on your product, or for testing
in production departments, you will
find the type you want in the broad
Simpson line.

Two typical instruments are illustrated above and below. Write for
detailed description and prices.
Simpson also
manufactures the
famous "Roto Ranger" and a complete line of modern radio test equipment.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
5218 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago

typical round case instrument,
made in many types and ranges.
A

SIMPSON
%müta f .edcti t%at STAY acuot4.te

80
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Atchison -Colloids Corp.
60
Alliance Manufacturing Co
72
Allied Recording Products Co
71
American Automatic Elec. Co
65
American Brass Co
60
American Emblem Co
3
2
American Screw Co.
5
American Lava
54
American Transformer Co
64
Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc
67
Audak Co.
59
Bakelite Corp.
64
Biddle Co., James G
78
Bliley Electric Corp
76
Brand & Co., William
72
Callite Products Division
41
Centralab Div., Globe -Union Co
47
Cinch Manufacturing Co
78
Cinema Engineering Co
75
Continental -Diamond Fibre Co
71
Continental Electric Co
2 3
Continental Screw Co
2 3
Corbin Screw Co
53
Cornell-Dubilier Corp.
Delco Appliance Div., General Motors Sales
Corp.
67
Driver Co. Wilbur B
63
Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B

Dunn, Inc., Struthers
Erie Resistor Corporation

Ecco High Frequency Labs

Ferranti Electric, Inc
Gates
General Electric Co., Textolite Div
General Radio Co
Globar Div., Carborundum Co
Goat Radio Tube Parts, Inc
Hardwick -Hindle, Inc.
& Kaufman, Ltd
Hunter Pressed Steel Corp
International Nickel Co., Inc
International Resistance Co
Isolantite, Inc.
Jones, Howard B

Heintz

FOR THE MOST

EXACTING
REQUIREMENTS

MORRILL
HIGH FREQUENCY
IRON CORES
Universal

Circuit Figure of Merit
up to 360

Trimming
Pin

Cross Core
with

Subdivided
Coil Form

and
Holding
Screw

67
50
80
42

HIGH CONSTANT RESISTORS

62
46

Precision
Short Wave

51

40
66
78
77
63
45
35
49
68

Kings Laboratories
75
57
Lapp Insulator
77
Leach Relay Co
73
Lehigh Structural Steel Co
68
Littelfuse Labs., Inc
6
P.
R
Mallory & Sons,
79
McGraw-Hill Book Co
55
Mica Insulator Co
80
Morrill and Morrill
2 3
National Screw & Mfg. Co
44
Ohmite Manufacturing Co
2 3
Parker-Kalon Corp..
2 3
Phillips Cooperative Group
64
Pioneer Gen -E -Motor Corp
74
Precision Resistor Co
73
Prentice Hall Publ. Co
74
Rangertone, Inc.
71
RCA Communications, Inc
Back Cover
RCA Manufacturing Co
62
Remler Co., Ltd
58
Richardson Co., The
68
Shallcross Manufacturing Co
76
Sigma Instruments, Inc
80
Simpson Elec. Co
Inside Front Cover
Solar Mfg. Co
56
Speer Carbon Co

(for frequencies less than
30 meters)

High Megohm
up to 10,000
megohms

CONDENSERS
Glass Tubular-Cased-Uncased-Tropical

MORRILL
30 Church

&

MORRILL

Street, New York, N. Y.

ECCO
THE MOST MODERN

High Frequency Converters
for

BOMBARDING

66
Standard Transformer Corp
39
Superior Tube Co
76
Terminal Radio Corp
65
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
73
Universal Signal Appliances
48
Ward Leonard Electric Co
43
Western Electric Company
Weston Elec'l Instrument Corp
Inside Back Cover
4
White Dental Mfg. Co.. S, S
72
Zophar Mills

Professional Services
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Classified Advertising
EMPLOYMENT
QUARTZ OR GLASS APPARATUS
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
American Electrical Sales Co., Inc

79
79

CameRadio Co
Eisler Electric Corp
Eisler Engineering Co
Federal Sales Co
Hudson Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc
Kahle Engineering Corp.
Precision Electrical Instrument Co
Technical Glass Laboratory

79
79
79

79
79
79
79
79
79

Incorporate
Straight line power output control
High conversion efficiency
Balanced
low loss circuits
Simplicity of operation, safety, rugged construction and many
other New and Exclusive features.
Units from VA to

25

KVA Available

ECCO High Frequency Corp.
120 W. 20th Street,
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IN DB MEASUREMENT
...choose from more than a dozen WESTONS

1

VOLTS

S

WESTON
.000 OHMS CONSTANT iMPEDANCE
ZERO
>OWER

_EJEL

n-GQFL 809

RECTIFIER TYPE

;'

6 MI..L1.

WATTS
600 c»-M8

-

t:1..,

NO.

Keeping pace with today's exacting requirements for specialized power level
indication, WESTON now offers more than
a dozen different instruments for DB
measurement, each one "engineered-from3edrock" to meet the pr. cise needs of one
or more types of service.
Newest of the group _s the multi -range
Model 695 type 11, a medium speed instrument with a constant impedance network maintaining 20,000 ohms at the
terminals for all ranges. Voltage ranges
are 2, 5, 8, 20, 50, 80 and 200 volts, with
associated DB values. The high, constant
impedance reduces the effect of the instrument on the circuit to a negligible
value, and at the same time all ranges will
track on the same volt and DB scales. The
broad coverage of this instrument with its
high, constant impedance and high accuracy has led to its widespread application
in the measurement of audio frequency
signals of all kinds.
Why risk basing your choice of power
level indicators on anyt zing less than the
'ull range of instruments now available?
A new WESTON bulletin, "Power Level
Indicators," brings corn alete modern spe2ifications. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 618 Frelinghuysen Avenue,
Newark, New Jersey.
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www.americanradiohistory.com

A Money -Saving,

Air-Cooled
Power Tube!
Year in and year out, the RCA Laboratories are the
birthplace of radio's great advances. Among many
of RCA's achievements in design is the new, moneysaving, air-cooled power tube, now available in two
types -891-R and 892-R.
These new tubes incorporate the design advantages
of the water-cooled tube construction-plus the
economy and simplicity of air-cooling.
These new RCA air-cooled tubes are outstanding
because they eliminate the need of very expensive
water cooling equipment. Pipes, machinery, tanks,
cooling ponds all are unnecessary. This results in
lower installation cost. Because these tubes remove
the intermediate step in cooling, there's no chance
of cooling apparatus going bad or leaking and the
cooling system is more simple and reliable, assuring
a maximum of time on the air.
Write for full technical details of this sensational
new RCA achievement.

-

Ask your distributor or send 10¢ to Camden
for a commemorative advertisement on RCA's
television tube announcement.
Better programs every day-when your station's tubes are RCA.

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

